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CALENDAR--Session l90f-f902 
OPENS 
CLOSES 
OPE1'S 
CLOSES 
ENROLLMEK'J' DAY 
OPENS 
CLOSES 
FALL TERM 
Wednes<lay, 10 a. m., September 11, 190r 
Friday, 1 p. m., December 20, 190r 
WINTER TERM 
Monday, 10 a. m., January 6, 1902 
Friday, r p. m., c\larch 2r, 1902 
SPRING TERM 
Monday, 10 a. ru., March 24, 1902 
Tues<lay, 8 a. 111., l\larcb 25, 1902 
Friday, June 13, 1902 
' ..
ST ANDING COMMITTEES FOR THE SCHOOL 
BOARDING 
LIBRARY 
1901 , 1902 
!\Ir. Simms, Mrs. Everett. 
:\Ir. Meredith, ;\Iiss McKendree. 
LITERARY socmTrES AND OT!IER ORGANIZATIONS 
l\fr. Reger, Miss Smith. 
PUBLIC EXERCISES Miss Butcher, Mr. Morris, Miss Feamster, 
Miss Ware, Miss Wright. 
CHA�GING OR DROPPING STUDCES 
PERMISSION TO LEAVE BUILDI�G OR GROUNDS 
Ar.y regular teacher. 
ATHLETICS 
IN CHARGE OF BOOK STORE 
GRADUATION 
CO::\L\I ENCEl\lENT 
Mr. Morris, Miss Butcher. 
)Ir. Reger. 
Miss Hackney, !\Ir. Reger. 
Mrs. Everett, l\I r. Proffitt, 
l\Iiss Hackney, Miss Smith. 
FOR LADIES' HALL 
PERMISSION TO RECEIVE CO:\1PANY 
RECEPTIO�S AND Et--TERTAINMENTS 
Mrs. Everett 
Miss McKendree. 
Miss Smith, 
Miss Dutcher. 
DINING ROOM Miss Butcher, Miss !Ieckney. 
l?i£\\ T::,S HACKNEY bes charge of all matters p?rtaining to rooms, 
l"f' l furniture, room-rent, etc., and is advisory end supervisory rue 111. 
ber of the faculty in all things relating to the food. Both students and 
matron should consult her when referring to affairs of this kind. She 
is authorized by the Principal to make whatever suggestions seem ad­
visable from time to time relating to the board, and complaints from 
either matron, student, or teacher, should be made to her. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION. 
WEST VIRGINIA ST A TE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
HISTORICAL SKETCH. 
IN 1837 t!Je Presbyterian church established a school known as '.\1arshall College, named for Chief Justice Marshall of Virginia, within what are now the corporate limits of the city of Huuliuglon. Later the properly 
was tnnsferred to the :\l. E. church South, and still later, 1867, was 
transferred to the State of West Virginia, and by the legislature a State Nor­
mal School to be known as "'.\Iarsball College" was established. Afterwards 
6\·e branches of this school were established at other places-Fairmont, West 
Liberty, Shepherdslow11, Glenville and Concord Church (now Athens). The 
constitutional convention added an amendme!lt to the state constitution in 
1871 providing that no more Branches should be established, thus fixing the 
maximum number of stale normal schools in West Virginia al SIX, which 
number has remained to this lime. 
It will be noted, therefore, that th'e system of normal schools in West Vir­
ginia, for white students, is composed of 
ONE ORIGINAL SCHOOL, 
known, as per legislative enactment, as ":Marshall College," and FIVE 
BRANCH Schools distributed as above stated. 
There is also one normal school for colored students located at Bluefield, 
West Virginia. 
For white students, then, the West Virginia normal school system may 
be properly regarded as 
ONE SCHOOL. 
All divisions of this school have the same curriculum, the same general 
rules and regulations, the same text books, and all are governed by the same 
state board com posed of six members besides the stale superintendent of 
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schools who is ex-officio president of the state board. All these schools (for 
convenience we shall refer to them as "schools" and not as ONE school) open 
and close each of their three terms on the same days, except at the close of 
the spring term, when separate dates are fixed for the different commence­
ments in order to allow the entire state board to visit the closing exercises of 
each school. 
THE SCHOOL YEAR OF 39 WEEKS 
Is divided into three terms-the Fall term, the Winter term, and the 
Spring term. 
THE FALL TERM opens on the Wednesday falling on or nearest the 
15th day of September,-for 1901, therefore, on the 18th of that month,-and 
closes with the Christmas holidays. This is the longest term and varies fro:.:1 
thirteen and a half to fourteen and a half weeks according as the opening 
Wednesday falls before or after the 15th of September. 
1/rlt has been decided to open the schools one week early in Septem­
ber, 190r, as the 18th is a little late. The normals for the session of 1901-1902 
will therefore open September , 1, 1901. 
THE WINTER TERl\I opens shortly after New Years day-see calen<lar 
on page 5-and closes at the end of the 12th week including the opening 
week. 
THE SPRING TERM opens on the Tuesday following the closing Fri­
day of the Winter term-enrollment day the Monday following this Friday­
and closes as per schedule arranged by the state boards. Spring term 1902 
will open one week early also,l\farch 25 insteaJ of April 1st. 
THESE SCHOOLS ARE SUPPORTED 
By appropriations made at ebch biennial session of the legislature, the 
only additional funds they have being an Incidental Fee of fj1.50 per student 
for each term, and the small amount collected as tuition from students out­
side the state and from those who los� their state appointments by low 
grades or other cause. 
Up to the year 1899 the highest amount appropriated for current ex­
penses, excluding appropriations for buildings, apparatus, furniture, etc., in 
short, tl1e highest amount appropriated for teachers was about $19,000. The 
legislature of 1899 raised this amount from $19,000 to $30,000, and again in 
1901 from $30,000 to $42,000 per annum for all six of these schools. 
TIIE NUMBER OF STATE APPOINTMENTS 
To the normal department of these schools varies according to the popu­
lation of the several counties, 22 from Clay county being the lowest, and 
felO from Kanawlla county, the highest. The number of state appointments 
to the academic department is half the number to the normal department, 
tllus giving Clay county 33 in all, and Kanawha county 315 in all." Thes' 
appointments are made by the county superintendent:., endorsed by the stat, 
superintendent, and carry with them exemption from tuition, the only fee 
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required being the Incidental Fee of $1.50 per term- $4 50 per year. See 
under head of appointments farther over. 
OBJECT OF THESE SCHOOLS. 
The object of these institutions is not generally understood in our owu 
slate. The normal schools of West Virginia occupy a position in our educa­
tional system peculiar to \Vest Virginia only, and the normal school problem 
is being solved here in a way that seems best for our people under the cir• 
cumstances. It will do for the uninformed, the would-be critics, (who are 
usually of this class), and the self-constituted regulators of public education, 
to suggest, dictate, interfere where they can, and even stir up sentiment 
adverse to the interests of normal education, but it is for those who have 
studied the normal school question from the point of view gained by practical 
experience, to decide what the sphere of these schools shall be in our state, 
what they shall do, and how they shall do it. 
If ours were a state with a system of county high schools where the aca­
demic work of teachers might be clone, and where the preparatory work for 
college could be completed, as is the case in some of the older and more 
wealthy states, the function of the normal school would be materially changt-d: 
but even in states where the high school is hest developed, sucl, as Massa• 
cbusetts, Connecticut, New York, etc., the normal course of study remains 
almost identical with what it was years ago, almost identical with the normal 
course iu West Virginia; hence, e,·eu with conditions different here, the gen­
eral demand for course work is about the same it is everywhere else. 
West Virginia is not ready for the county high !School yet for two reasons: 
r. The local demand does nc,t justify the expense of building for, and
maintaining them as, first class high schools. 
2. The ,•ast 1uajority of the counties are not able to support a county
high school in adclitiou to the district school, and the stale is not iu a situa­
tion at this time to help. lndeed it is a question of governmental policy 
whether the state should invest money in this way to this extent. 
With this situation confronting us in West Virginia, as a matter of econ­
omy, if not of necessity, the normal school and all its branches have the two 
courses of study-T11F. NoR�IAT, C0'(jRSE, modeled upon the courses of the 
best normal schools in the country and intended for teachers, and the 
ACADEMIC C0URSl!, arranged to take the place of the county high school and 
the preparatory school. This latter course includes all subj'!cts on which cred­
its are given at our State University, and is intended -(1) to prepare yonng 
men and women for advanced college work (2) to prepare them for entering 
upon the studies of special courses, such as medicine, dentistrv, pharmacy, 
law, etc., and (3) to give young people a good general training in the essential 
elements of an education. To recapitulate: the OBJECT oft be work of our 
state normal schools is two-fold: 
1. To prepare teachers for teaching.
2. To prepare young men and women for entering higher college work,
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for entering upon the stu:iy of special courses, such as medicine, law, dent. 
istry, pharmacy, meclnnics, engineering, etc., or to give them a good geueral 
education. For the first, we offer the NOR�tAT, course of study; for the sec­
ond, the ACADEMIC cour;e, each POUR years in length. 
WHO MAY ENTER. 
AGE: l\Iales must be at least q years of age and females 13. 
OBLIGATION: All who enter are required lo sign the following obli­
gation: "I promise that I will, at all times, be obedient and respectful to 
my instructors, and observant of all the rules and regulations of the school." 
CHARACTER: If the applicant be a stranger to all members of the fac• 
ulty, he or she is required to furnish a letter of recommendation from some 
reliable person, a former teacher, a minister, or some other who knows him 
or her and whose word is to be relied upon. This precaution is necessary to 
protect our young ladies and genllemen of the school against associations 
that are not desirable. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVANCEl\lENT: Any one who has made sufficient 
advancement in his studies to enter our classes is permitted to do so pro,•ided 
he has complied with all the above requirements. See on page further o,·er 
in this book our "COURSES OF STUDY." If any one is undecided, afler con­
sulting these courses, whether he can enter or not, he should write the prin­
cipal of the school, stating just what branches he has studied and how far he 
has gone in these. 
FROM OTHER STATES: Students are admitted from other states 
when the school is not overcrowded. !n all cases they should write the prin­
cipal of the school before coming lest they find the school too full to admit 
them on their arrival. 
ENROLLMENT. 
The total enrollment of the six normal schools -session of 1899-1900-was 
a little over 1500 and has run considerably above that this year. The total 
number of different students enrolled since the establishment of these schools 
exceeds 10,000, of whom 1638 have graduated. 
COMMENDABLE FEATURES. 
Perhaps the most commendable features of the normal school work of 
West Virginia, aside from the regular normal training t,hey do, are: 
1. The high standard of discipline they maintain. 
:z. The great number of young men and women they reach who do not
feel able to attend more expensive schools. 
3. The sentiment in favor of higher education they are developing 
through the teachers who attend. 
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4. The good they accomplish by bringing together the public school
teachers of the state, from the ,·arious sectious, thus familiarizing all with 
the best features of the work -lone in other counties lhan their owu- develop­
ing a unity of effort throughout the state educational work in the common 
schools. 
A large per cent of our students pass directly into higher iustitutions, 
and a still larger per cent enter higher schools later. 
CHANGES IN THE COURSES OF STUDY. 
At a meeting of the principals of our stale normals in March a few, VERY 
few, changes, except the rearrangement of the subjects, were made in the 
normal course. These will be seen at a glance by old students, and they will
in no way affect ne.v students. 
We ha"e endea\'orec to make our normal course of stu<ly as strong, from 
au academic point of view, as the best normal school course in the C<lnnlry. 
From this time our attention will be directed more toward the purely normal 
development of this course than ever before. 
The academic course was ,·ery decidedly changed. seyeral of the normal 
course subjects ha,·ing been added and the course extended lo FOUR YEARS. 
Besides the addition of several normal subjects, one term in l\lcdioeyal and 
one term in Modern History were a<ldecl to this course. It is not expected 
that this course af ect the standing of those who constitute the present Junior 
class. This course was extended so as to co,·er all credits allowed al the State 
University, thus giving our boys and girls opportunity to do all the work 
possible 011 their college course, nearer home, and at less expense. This, like 
the normal, is now a FOUR YEAR course, and requires at least FIVE years work 
in languages: these FIVE years may be Latin THREE years and Greek Two 
years, or any other combination the student, after advisiug•with the principal, 
may elect 
COMPARED WITH NORMALS OF OTHER ST A TES. 
He who will take pains to examine, and compare with those of the 
normal schools in other states, the courses of study required for graduation in 
our schools, may be a little surpristd. Some would-be critics clamor for 
what they are pleased lo call "real normal schools," at least one or more of 
them, in our stale. Just what they mean by "real" normal schools would be 
very much hRrder for these kindly censors of public education to define than 
way at first be supposed. What is a "real" normal school, anyhow, and are we 
in West Virginia ready for such a school, however desirable it might be? A 
Massachusetts, a Conneticut, a New York, or an Illinois system would no more 
fit West Virginia than a Harvard, a Yale, a Colombia or a Chicago University 
system would be possible at Morgantown now. Our normal school system 
must meet the requirements of existing conditions, conditions under which 
the normal schools, owing lo a serious lack of facilities and opportunity for 
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academic training in most of the counties of this state, must do much of this 
kind of work. The only difference between the normal school work of West 
Virginia and of other states more advanced, is"the_grade scbool connected with 
the latter, a feature which our state will adopt just as soon as our state 
finances will justify. 
I have before me the latest catalogues of the following state normal 
schools: The Bridgewater State Normal of Massachusetts, (the oldest in 
America,) the Whitewater, Wis., tl1e Oswego, N. Y., and the First Pennsyl­
vania at l\Iillersvillc, besides a number of others. 
Let us compare courses of study: 
1. Bridgewater Mass. This school offers but two subjects that West Vir•
ginia normals do not offer-mineralogy and surveying,-while our conrse con• 
tains besides what theirs contains, the following: English history, Roman 
history, Greek history, economics, logic and ethics. Each course covers FOUR 
years. All of our studies are compulsory; several of theirs are elective. 
2. Oswego, N. Y. The comparison is about the same as above except
Oswego omits surveying but adds ethics. In their English course NO Latin is 
required. West Virginia Normals graduate no student who has not had at 
least TWO Y8ARS of Latin. Several subjects at Oswego, are elective, depend• 
ing on whether a student lake the Lalin or the English course. 
3. l\Iillersville, Pa. Here we find about the same difference still. Survey­
ing, Calculus,B'1glish, R'>m 111 and G�eek h;story are iuclu led, only surve1ing 
being compulsory, while logic and economics are omitted :and geology is 
electi,·e. 
4. Whitewater, Wis. Here we find the course five subjects short of ours
and Latin compulsory in only one course. 
Thus we find it in all the slate _normal schools of this country. Ours 
require more subjects and as much time to each, in cases more. True, as I 
have admitted, other normal schools h,we their graded schools connected 
with them-departments we normal principals have asked for year after year 
but have no money for them. We do the next best thing,-use the town and 
city schools about us for obserrntion work for our ad,·anced students, and 
require theru to do their practice work on older children. 
Much time is given to our professional studies and thus we keep abreast of 
other normals on the theory side of the work, and require considerable prac­
tice besides. 
ELE:\IENTARY SUBJECTS. 
Some persons unfamiliar with the courses of study in other normal schools 
are led to suppose that in West Virginia we teach more elementary subjects 
than in other state normals. Reference to the catalogues of other normals 
reveals the fact that in their regular normal departments most of our leading 
state normal schools do more elementary work than is done in \Vest Virginia 
normals. 
Not a thought of criticism is entertained by our references to normals in 
other slates. Bv No MEANS. This we shouJa not do if we felt critically dis• 
posed, for we find no room for criticism. We have made tbese comparisC111s 
-
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not in a spirit of criticism but for the bedefit of very many young, and not a 
few older teachers,-and others as well-iu our own state, who need lo know 
these things. 
DO WE NEED NORMAL SCHOOLS IN WEST VIRGINIA? 
Every state and territory iu the United Stales, except India11 Territory 
and Nevada, has one or more normal schools, the number in each stale vary• 
ing from ONE to FIFTl!EN schools. 
Other countries, especially TROSE WHICH HAVE LED THE WORLD IN 
F.Dl:CATIONAL WORK, have found them a NECRSSIT\', and there are, according 
to the United States Commissioner of Educatio11 in his latesl report, 170 pub• 
lie Normal schools in the stales and territories of this country, attended last 
year by 41,SoS students, or au a\'erage or 264 to each school. (Two of the 
West Va. Normals ran much above this average last year, a third almost 
reached it, while the average of all wns 258}{ or almost up to the national 
av�rage). In addition to the 170 public normal schools there are 192 
private ones, which enrolled, last year; 23,572 students, or an average of 
nearly 153 per school. 
England has 58 normal schools; Scotland 8, Ireland 4, Belgium 6, Sweden 
12 1 Japan 49, Italy 151, France 1721 (or two more than the United States, 
though she bas less than half the population), and Germany has them in every 
part of the empire; the small Kingdom of Saxony, Germany, alone has 19. 
Whether a great stale or country needs a school or schools for trainin g 
teachers has ceased to be questioned by any one who has studied the problem. 
lllassachusetts appropriated for her ten Normals from 1894 to 1898 as fol­
lows: 1�94, $504,500; 18g51 $362,858; 189S, $405,832; 1897, $288,056, 1898, 'f,305,027, 
or an average of $373,432 per year for these fi\'e years. New York iu the same 
five years appropriated an average of $178,150 per year for the current 
expenses of her normal schools, Connecticut,one of the smallest states in the 
l'nion, an average of$96,ooo per year for her three 11ormals, and Minnesot a 
fgo,ooo per year for her four schools. Of course Pennsylvania bas done he r 
part well, $130,0::>0 per year to her 13 regular schools for: aiding students who 
are preparing to teach and $1301000 more for current expenses. Rhode 
Island, the smallest stale in the Union, started the normal school work a fe w 
years ago with a $500,000 appropriation, and has kept it up at a correspouding 
rate in current expenses. Oregon has supported her four normals liberally, 
and Wisconsin raises her $300,000 aunully for her six normals; even when 
times were hard and most institutions suffered a decrea�e of funds, NOT A 
VOTF.R RAISF.D A PROTEST AGAINST KEEP I NC UP THE LI BF.RAL APPROPRIATION 
l'OR THE NOR�tAL SCHOOLS. And so 011 through the list, which shows 
exceptional liberality lo normal schools in all the progressive states and 
a rapidly increasing sentiment in favor of them. No STATE HAS CUT THF. 
:IU�IBER now:,;, but llANV are gradually IFCRF.ASl:-.C the number. Massachu• 
sells raised her number from SIX lo TEN in 1895 and built FlVE f,75.000 build­
ings. 
MARSHALL COLLEGE. 
KIND OF INSTITUTION IT IS: As noted on page 8, Marshall College 
is a STATE NORMAL SCHOOI,. 
In addition to the NOR111AL CouRsg of WORK an ACADEMIC COURSE, DUSI­
NESS COURSES, aud work'in l\lUSIC and ELOCUTIO� are offered. Full outlines 
of the amount and kind of work done in the school are given further along 
in this catalogue:-See index for any subject about which one may wish iufor• 
mation. 
WHY CALLED :\IARSHALL COLLEGE: It was a regular college from 
its:establishment in 18371 and when at a later date the property was trans­
fered to the state of West Virginia to be used as a STATE XOR�1AL SCHOOL, the 
bill making it such specified that it should be known as ":.Iarshall College,' 
and despite all efforts to add the "normal school" part of the name it is still 
almost universally known as :.Iarshall C olege. 
WHERE LOCATED AXD HOW REACHED: l\Iarshall College is 
located at Huntington, Cabell county, West Virginia, which city is on the Ohio 
river, distant from 
CITY l\lILES CITY MILES 
New York 667 Pittsburg 293 
Philadelphia 577 Wheeling 215 
Dal ti more 481 Parkersburg 123 
Washington 437 Charleston 50 
Atlantic Coast-Newport News 494 Kentucky Line 8 
Richmond 419 Cincinnati 162 
White Sulphur Springs 192 Chicago 467 
The C. & 0. R'y., system, the 0. R. R'y., the C. I. Ry'., and the Ohio river 
steamers all land their passengers directly in our city. The N. & W. trans­
fers its passenger to the C. & 0, R'y., the 0. R. R'y., or C. I. R'y., at Kenova, 8 
miles below, for Huntington, and the K. & M. R'y., sends hers either by the 
Ohio river or by the O. R. R'y., into our city. 
WHO MAY ATTEND: The school is CO-EDUCATIONAL. Young ladies. 
must be at least 13 years of age before they can enter, and young men 14. 
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STATE APPOINTMENTS: Males of 14 years of age or over and 
females of 13 years or over, if of good character and residents of West 
Virginia, may procure APPOINTMENTS from the principal of the college 
which appointments exempt the holders thereof from the payment of tuition, 
they having only the JNCIDENTAr, Fl!l! to pay- $1.50 per term, or $4.50 per 
year. Tms FEE 1s NEVER RETURNED. 
ll@"' See fuller information by referring to APPOINTMENTS in index. 
WHEN TO ENROLL: Enroll THE FIRST DAY IF POSSIBl,E. If not pos­
s1ble then, then as soon afterward as possible. However, students may enter 
al any time. 
OUTLINE OF THE WORK. 
The work of the school is diddecl into five departments-Normal 
Academic, Business, Music and Elocution. 
THE NORMAL WORK covers a period of four years and is intended 
especially for teachers. In addition to the regular text work in the JUNIOR 
and SENIOR YEARS special attention is giver; to professional studies. 
Much reading is required, city and town schools are visited with a view to 
observation a11d criticism, courses of study for public schools are made a sub­
ject of careful investigation, comparison, and original effort, methods, person­
alities of teachers and of pupils, and practice in leaching are giveJJ due 
prominence, and reviews, tests and drill in the common branches are 
emphasized. 
The following subjects are offered for the time named opposite each: 
SUBJECTS WEEKS STUnil!D St' BJF.CTS WEF.KS STUDil!D 
Practical A ritbmetic 39 Political Geography 26 
Me•1tal Arithmetic 14 Re,·iew Geography 13 
Review Arithmetic 13 Physical Geography 14 
Algebra 64 Physiology 13 
Geometry 39 Zoology 14 
Trigonometry 13 Astronomy 13 
Bookkeeping 13 Geology 13 
U.S. History 14 Ch·il Government 14 
English History 12 Botany 13 
General Histcry 13 l'hysics 26 
Greek History 14 Chemistry 13 
Roman History 12 Drawing 12 
English Grammar 78 Vocal )iusic 13 
Rhetoric 39 Economics 12 
American Literature 14 History of Education 1-l 
English Literature 25 Theory and Practice 13 
Latin 78 Ethics 13 
Psychology 26 Pedagogy 13 
Logic 12 Practice in Teaching 8 
Orthography 195 
., 
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The student is permitted lo make his choice, with the advice of the 
natural science instructor, whether he take Geology or Astronomy. All the 
other studies in this course are compulsory. 
All recitations are FIVE times per week, 45 minutes lo the recitation, 
except Orthography which is three times per week and 30 minutes in length. 
Chapel exercises occur twice per week. Tuesday and Thursday to alter­
nate with Orthography, a11d are 30 minutes in length. We are persuaded 
that two chapel exercises per week with music carefully prepared, is much 
more beneficial than FIVE times per week with things done in a more or less 
unprepared and perfunctory way. 
THE PRACTICE WORK IN TEACHING continues throughout the 
year, but each senior is required to teach but 8 WEEKS, at present. 
In addition to Re,·iew Arithmetic and Geography any and all ?lher of the 
common school branches are re,·iewed more or less according to the needs of 
each senior class, and teachers or prospective teachers who are here for a part 
or all of the year may join these review classes. 
TIIE ACADEMIC WORK, like the NOR�rAr,, covers FOuR YEARS 
besides the preparatory year. The subjects taught in the Preparatory, First 
and Second years are exactly the same as those of the Normal course, but 
German or Greek throughout the Junior year of this course takes the place 
of History of Education, Economics, and Theory and Practice in the Junior 
year of the Normal course, and French may be substituted for Latin. 
Instead of psychology. Logic, Ethics, Pedagogy, and Practice in Teaching 
in the Senior year of the Normal course we ha,·e Latin or Preach, Greek or 
German, Mediaevel history a11d Modern history in the Senior year of the 
Academic. In other respects these two courses are alike. 
The time given to the subjects in the Academic course is the same as that 
given to these subjects in the Normal course except Latin, which covers 
a period of I r7 weeks here instead of 78 weeks in the Normal. The only 
changes from the time list here and the one give11 for the Normal course 
above, then, is as follows : 
SUBJECTS WEEKS STUDIED SL'DJECTS WEEKS STUDIED 
Latin• 117 French 78 
Greek 78 German 78 
Mediaeval Hist0ry 12 Modern History 13 
All classes recite FIVE times per week and all recitations except spelling 
are 45 minutes in length. Orthography runs throughout the course as in the 
Normal department. 
THE llUSINESS WORK is composed of two courses requiring whate,·er 
time is necessary for each student to complete what he undertakes. These 
courses are (1) Stenography and Typewriting, ,md (2) Bookkeeping. 
The principal of the Normal School exercises a general supervision o,·er 
1his department because the business rooms are in the normal building, but 
the managemeut and financial responsibility of the school is left to the princi­
pal of Marshall Business College, who appoints his own teachers, there being 
no organic connection between the normal and business departments. 
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THE WORK IN :\IUSIC is under the direction of an instructor appointed 
by the state board. lie is paid so much per year for giving instruction in 
class in vocal music to the "'formal and Academic students during the spring 
term-13 weeks. The rest of bis income is derived from tuition for individual 
instruction. Pianos and rooms are placed at his disposal by the state, 
and neither he nor bis stur\ents are charged piano rent. He is required 
to keep the pianos in tune al his own expeuse. Iaslruclion 011 the violin, 
mandolin, guitar, etc., is gh-en, also instruction in voice culture. 
THE WORK I:-. ELOCL.TIOX is also under an instructor appointed by 
the state. He is furnished a room and allowed so much by the state for gen­
eral work in his line for the student body; but most of bis income is derived 
from tuition for indh·idual instruction. Physical culture, oratory. elocution 
proper, and voice training constitute the work offered. 
INSIDE THE SCHOOL. 
INSTRUCTION, COURSES OF STUDY, EXAMINATION 
AND GRADUATION. 
I1'STR l'CTION. 
This is a many sided art, and, contrary lo Lhe op1111on of the public,­
judging from the salaries that are offered and fro111 the material that is offered 
es instructors in our )formal schools by recommendations from intelligent 
men,-it requires a many-sided man or woman to give instruction properly; 
many sided as to training and many sided as to ability to adapt the instructor 
to the work in hand. 
From secondary institutions of all conceh·able rlasses throughout the 
country, passing under the names of seminaries, normals, high schools, etc., 
and even from the common schools now and then, come applications for 
positions on our normal school faculties. The applications are backed by 
recommendations from men who should not encourage ambitious young peo­
ple beyond their depth, and who fhould know that the very best trained 
tearhers us well as the best educated are none too good for Xormal schools. 
Not unfrequenlly men come to us personally and plead for some young 
lady or gentleman who is utterly unfit lo do the work required of a member 
ofa )formal school faculty; in a few cases they do more: they insist that 
H lrienc\s of the school they have a right to push certain claims, and that 
unless we approve and recommend said persons for positions we may expect 
them lo "fight" us. These things once sounded loud and long and fearful; 
they no\\ ha\'e a ring of the serio-humorous. 
All credit lo the worthy ambitions of teachers to become members of the 
Normal �chool faculties; we know of �O more worthy ambition; but the d3y 
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has come in the history of Normal school work in West Virginia when merit 
must he the prime consideratiou in the selection of teacner5 for Normal 
school faculties. These faculties had better be crippled, far better as to num• 
bers in their make-up than to suffer from incorn;,etency with gre'iter 
numbers. 
Personally we shoul,1 rather h'I, e five good, strv11g. well educated 
co-workers, very much rather, than ten po:>rly equipped ones. The students 
of these schools would much r:ather suffc:r the inconveniences of large nurn­
hers in classes ,.,ith good instructors, than to have small classes and weak 
teachers. 
The public, and those worthy young people who wish positions in the 
)formal school facuities, sh •uld he advised now, (and will be when their appli· 
cations are addressed or referred Lo us) that the work of gi,·ing instruction iu 
the Normal schools has reached that stage in our state when neither our own 
graduqtes nor graduates of similar institutions can hope to do our work satis­
factorily unless they have taken a liberal amount of work in some higher 
grade institution. More: UN GESS TUE APPT,ICANT BE AN A. B. GRAD· 
UATE FRO:\! A SCHOOL OF' HIGH ORDER OR IT5 EQUIVALENT 
AND HA:, ATTAINEO AT LEAST THE AGE OF 25 YEARS, it is scarcely 
the part of wisdom that he assume the duties of instructing the teachers of the 
public schools of the state. There are exceptions to this, but they are exceed­
ingly rare. It means a high grade of scholarship and strength of character. 
The dignity and inspiration that attach to gray locks iu an instructor are 
elements most healthful in educating and training the teachers of our public 
schools. Experience, Training, Education, Culture, Refinement, Sympathy, 
Professional Spirit, Age,-all these are essential in a �ormal school in­
structor. 
Our remarks in this connection have reference to future selections of 
instructors, and are not intended in any way to bias the public against present 
incumbents in these schools should there be any, any further than as sugges· 
lions that wherein they may make up evident lacks they would better do so, 
for we ha"e not simply spoken our o" 11 feelings but the feelings of all who 
are showing an intelligent interest in the State Normal Schools. 
THE INSTRL"CTTON WE GIVE IS THE HOPF. AS WELL AS THE 
FlRST NEED OF THESE SCHOOLS A);O WE CAX'T HAVE FIRST 
CGASS INSTRUCTION WITHOUT I'IRST CLASS lNSTRUCTORS. 
THE RECITATION is not made a mere convenience for raising or low­
ering the term report according as the examination grades are low or high, 
but IS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THE SCHOOL \\'ORK, second rn im• 
portance to nothing else. Students arc not given recitation grades for "being 
present" simply, but for actual class work, and for that only. For every 
absence "zero" is entered against a student, whate\er be the cause of bis 
absence. Class work is either DONE or NOT 00::--E, and the faculty know•it 
is DONE only when the student has been present and bas DO.NE IIIS WORK. 
Absence is often unavoidable. we grant, and "zeros" seem harh returns for un-
8\'0idable absences, but we ha,·e never found a student who wished to make his 
standing that did not find some way to make it, and the faculty always considers 
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in the most favorable light possible, deserving cases. Class work is a busi­
ness, not a convenience, with us, the importance of ,,hich to the student can 
not well be O\'erestimated. Nothing is accepted as a compensation for 
absence from the regular work of the class. Study by corresi;ondence or out 
of recitation may do for very mature students,-"clo" in a way,-but this insti­
tution prefers little of it for two rtasons: 
t. It encourages half clone, or very imperfectly done work, and has a
tendency to discount the value of class work and the meaning of graduation. 
2. It discourages thoroughness and minimizes the value of the instructor
and of instruction in education. 
More and more shall we insis1 upon regular class attendrnce as the only 
condition of graduation in any subject. Unless we do this,unless ALL schools 
do this to as great extent as possible, we may as well close our doors and let 
e\'ery man and woman educate themselves. 
STUDY: By the unanimous vote of the faculty aud students early in the 
session of 1899 1900 the "one session per da}' plan \\ as adopted. By this 
arrangement work is begun not later than 8 o'clock a. m. and adjourned not 
later than I p. m., there being no intermission except chapel exercises. This 
gives the student longer study hours and makes earlier bed time possible. It 
also allows more Lime for recreation because less time is lost in waiting for 
classes, and has resulted satisfactorily from every point of,·iew, 
Students are not required to come to the college building till their first 
class is due, unless chapel exercises come before their first class (all regular 
students are required to attend chapel) and are expected to go directly to their 
rooms iwwedrntely after their last class for the day unless permitted for rea­
sons justifiable in the opinion of the faculty to remain longer, such reasons 
being, waiting for a sister, brother, or other person on whom equally depend­
ent or for whom equally responsible. work iu library, laboratory, etc. 
Lounging or playing on the grounds, iu basement, in toilet or cloak 
rooms, in balls, or anywhere else on the premises during school hours, 8 a. m. 
lo I p. m., is positiYely forbidden, and any one found doiug so is immediately 
suspendecl by any member of tile faculty who may intercept him. In short, 
the class room, the study h�l, or the library is the place for all students 
during school hours. These ore work hours an<i those who are on the grounds 
are required lo be in one of these places. 
Students are expected to be on the streets only in day time except for 
good reasons,aud only when free from tile day's work at the building. Those 
seen on tbe streets at night are expected to be able to explain why if called 
upon. \\'e belie,•e in STl'DY, HARD STl'DY and a liberal amount of it. 
STl'DY HALL: Any one wailing for a class must report lo the study 
hall which is in charge of a teacher. A roll of all students who are due in the 
building and Are 1.ot in class room is kept for rnch recitation interval. This 
roll is called in t!ie STUDY HALL immediately after the classes for each 
period retire lo class rooms. By this means the whereabouts of e\'ery student 
are known for every period be is due in the building. 
THE STl'DY HALL is a place for study set apart for the students who 
are not in class but are waiting for a class. 
NORMAL COURSE OF STUDY 
SUBJECTS ARRANGED BY TERMS 
PREP ARA TORY STUDIES 
Fall Term 1 Vin/er Term Spring Term 
I. Arithmetic 1. Arithmetic 1. Arithmetic
2. Geography 2. Geography 2. Bookkeeping
3. Grammar. 3. Grammar 3. Grammar
FIRST YEAR STUDIES
I. :Mental Arithmetic 1. Algebra I. Algebra
2. Higher les'ons inEng2. Higher les'ons inEng2. Adv. Eng. Gram.
3. U. S. History 3. English History 3. General History
3. Physical Geography. 4. Drawing. 4. Physiology
5. Vocal music.
SECO:\'D YEAR STUDIES 
I. Algebra
2. Greek History
3. Latin
4. Rhetoric
5. Zoology
1. Algebra
2: Roman History
3. Latin
4. Rhetoric
r. Algebra
2. Geology, or Astro'ruy
3 Latin
4. Rhetoric
JC:--"IOR YEAR STUDIES 
r. Geometry I. Geometry
2. Latin 2. Latin
3. American Literature3. English Literature
4. History of Education 4. Economics
5. Civil Gov. and State and U. S. Constitution
r. Geometry
2. Latin
3. English Literature
4. Theory and Practice
5. Botany
SENIOR YEAR STUDIES 
I. Physics J. Physics I. Chemistry
2. Psychology 2. Psych".>logy 2. Pedagogy
3. Trigonometry 3. Logic 3. Ethics
4- Training Work 4. Training Work 4. Training Work
ACADEMIC COURSE OF STUDY 
SUBJECTS ARRANGED BY TERMS 
PREP ARA TORY STUDIES 
Fall Ttrm Tf'i11ter Term Spri11g Term 
1. Arithmetic t. Arithmetic 1. Arithmetic
2. Geography 2. Geography 2. Bookkeeping
3. Grammar 3. Grammar 3. Grammar
FIRST YEAR STL"DIES 
1. lllental Arithmetic 1. Algebra 1. Algebra
2. Higher Les. in Eng 2. Higher Les. in Eng.
3. U. S. History 3. English History
4. Physical Geography 4. Drawing
2. Ad,·. Eng. Graw.
3. General History
4. \'ocal l\Insic
3. Physiology
SECOND \'F,AR :,TL1 DIES 
I. Algebra I. Algebra I. Algebra
2, Greek History 2. Roman History 2. Geo!. or Astronomy
3. Latin 3. Latin 3. Latin 
4· Rhetoric 4. Rhetoric 4. Rlletoric
5. Zoology 
Jll�IOR \ EAR sn.:DIES 
r. Geometry 
2. Creek or German
3. Latin or French 
1. Geometry
2. Greek or German
3. Latin or French
1. Geometry
2: Greek or German
3. Latin or French
4. American Literature 4. English Literature 4. E:1glish Literature
5. Ci,·il Go,·. and State and U. S. Co11stitution 5. Botany.
SENIOR YEAR STUDIES 
I. Greek or German I. Greek or German a. Greek or German
2. Latin or French 2. Latin or French 2. Latin or French
3 Physics 3. Pllyf ics 3. Chemistry.
4. Trigonometry 4. l\Iediaeml History 4. Modern History.
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TEXT BOOKS 
The Jollowing is a list of the text books use<l. In some cases, such as U. S 
History, General History, and a few other subjects teachers who enter for 
review work are permitted to use any good text book they may already' have; 
younger students, howe\'er, and all taking the course as it is laid down can do 
much better work by using the text required for class. 
SUBJECT. T:CX'!' BOOK l'SED 
Practit'al Arithmetic ,lfil,u 
Mental Ar.thmetk 
Review Arithmetic 
Algebra 
Geometry 
Trigouometry 
English Grammar 
Ad. Eng. Grammar 
Higher I.,es. in Eng. 
Rhetoric 
American J.iteratnre 
English L,iterat11re 
U.S. History 
English History 
General Hic;tory 
Greek History 
Roman History 
l\fcdiae\·al Histcry 
)fodern History 
Beginners Latin 
Latin Grammar 
Latin Cla�sics 
Beginne1 •s Greek 
Greek Grammar 
Broak.� 
A,ry good 1>,,n;• 
Jli/11,. 
,/Vi/11,. 
Crodult 
Buthlrr 
Rud & Ktll,gg 
Rud & J(,l/n!!g 
S'!,unrkn,hos 
/lawll,"r,u ,l: Limon 
Hnlluk 
Afc.lfnsters 
.Vo11tgomtr)' 
Swiulou 
Bot.,ford 
�lforr..y 
Not ulcctrd 
Nol u/eclrJ. 
SmilrJ' & Stort, 
D(ffrnwt Ir., /,t 
Dijfn·rnt tr.rh 
11'/11�--
f.'adlt)I tf Allr11 
SUnJECT. 
Gteek Clnssics 
Bookkeeping 
Geography Political 
Physical Geography 
Physiokgy 
Music 
Drawiug 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Geology 
TEXT BOOK t'SED-
J>iff1rt>11I lr,,·ts 
Bryant .l- Strat/011 • 
A,, J' good /tool: 
JJar·is 
Onn·/011 
Cknrt 
D{fftrrcnl Tt'.rls 
I/older 
J01111g 
Lt Co11tr 
Dotauy H'ood 
Physics A1·rry 
Chemistry �\Jorrr .. C Li11J.�·ay 
Civil Government H'illough/ty 
Theory and Practice Pogt 
Economics Laugl,/i11 
History of Education Co111jn;1rt 
Pedagogy Boy,r 
Psychology 1/nlluk 
I.ogic, deductive J>111 i,t 
Beginner's French Otto 
f'rench Cl tssics Difftro,t T,-.r/s 
Deginuers' Gennan 0110 
German Clas,ics /Ji.ffrrn,t T,xh; 
Spelling Al�drn, 
EXAMINATIONS, 
EXAl\IlcsA TIONS FOR THE PALL TERl\1 are regularly conducted 
during the last POUR or FIV!.<; clays of the ter m; sometimes e,·en SIX days 
are required. These are COMPULSORY for ALL students, except when the 
teacher decides for reasons justifiable iu his opinion, or if he has any doubt, 
then in the opinion of the faculty, that a class or an individual be excused. 
Individuals are excused only in the most extreme c3ses. In NO CASE where 
examinations are required, and the student ;,bseots himself from them with­
out good excuse, is he either given any grade on anything, not even in class 
work, for that term, or permitted to go on with his work for the next term. 
EXAMINATIONS FOR THE WINTER TERM are usually conducted 
at various times within the term and in such a way and at such times as will 
interfere least with the progress of class work. We do this to avoid the neces• 
sity of giving a week at the end of the term to examination, for we wish to 
encourage those teachers whose schools close early enough to come in and do 
some work in the winter term, to do so and not lose a week at the close of 
that term.since they would not be ready for the examinations; and if held, their 
class work wonld be lost to them for that week. 
IN THE CIRCULATING LIBRARY 
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EXAl\IfNATIONS FOR THE SPRING TERM depend somewhat upon 
the length of that term. If very short, instead of examinations we sometimes 
have class tests at different times, in order to lose as little lime as possible 
from class work. By this means recitations are conducted up to the last day 
of the term. If the term be long, or the class work advance more rapidly than 
common because of fewer interruptions, regular examinations are held at the 
end of this term also. 
ALL STUDENTS who can at all do so should see tp it well that they pass 
all their examinations and do the best possible in them. This for the follow• 
ing reasons: 
1. No grades are entered on the record for recitation only; grades arc 
entered only when examinations have been past and averages made. 
2. The number of young men and women who ha,·e written us, applied
to us in person or through their pareuts within recent years for copies of their 
grades that they might get their standing in another school, most frequently 
some professional school where academic training is required as a condition 
of admission, leads us to insist that all work be done thoroughly and fully so 
we can preserve a record for the student to which he may refer when needed. 
As a rule the applicants for reports were those whose attendance was irreg­
ular, grades low, and in many cases, none at all, because examinations had 
been omitted. Leave a record with the school to which you can afterward 
refer with the assurance that it will help yc,u as a recommendation, at least, is 
our earnest advice to eyery student. 
STUDE�TS A.'1D PARENTS OF STUDENTS as well, sometimes need 
to be reminded that in a well regulated school time must be so economized 
that each duty assigned must be performed exactly AT THAT TJ:\IE if at al) 
possible; and slight headaches, sleepiness due to social dissipation the 
prt!vious night, visits, and such excuses cannot be considered at all. Where 
severe illness or other valid excuse is known, arrangements are 1uade in some· 
way, though not without much embarrassment to the teacher. who has daily 
her full quota of classes, to accommodate the unfortunate student. We are 
glad to meet all legitimate requirements made of the faculty for worthy stu­
dents, but under no circumstances are we willing to encourage irregularity,
carelessuess, or indifference. Reports of work done in recitation and on exam• 
ination, are made at the close of each term, the report covering the work of 
the entire term. The recitation grade is added to the examination grade and 
the sum divided by TWO for the "general term average;" this is entered in 
the book kept by the school for that purpose, to which refe:::nce can be made 
at any time. 
GRADUATION. 
"CPON THOSE WHO HAVE COMPLETED THE FULL NORl\IAL 
COURSE with an average standing of8o per cent. and not below 75 per cent 
on any branch, and have been in actual attendance during the entire Third or 
Fourth year, the Board of Regents will confer a DIPLOMA OF GRADUATION in 
the Normal department. But before any certificate or diploma is granted, the 
Principal of the school will be required to certify that those whom be recom-
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mends for graduation have fulfilled all the conditions and done all the work 
required for graduation. 
"The entire Third or Fourth Year" shall mean in this connection OXE FULL 
VEAR 011 THREE TERMS AT ONE SCHOOL. 
uro:-. THOSE WHO HAVE CO)IPLETED THE FULL ACADE:'>IIC 
COURSE with an average standing of 80 per cent. and not below 75 per cent. 
on any one branch, and have been in actual attendance at the school from 
which they expect to graduate, Oue Full Year, which shall be the last or next 
to the last year oflhe course, the-State Superintendent of Free Schools will 
confer a DIPLOMA OF GRADUATIO� which will admit its holder to the freshman 
class of tlte State University. One Full Year in this connection shall mean 
ONE FULL VF.AR OF THREE TERMS AT Oc'<'l"t SCHOOL 
The ambition to graduate is certainly a most laudable and heathful one; it 
cannot be too highly commenderl as an accomplishment worthy the noblest 
efforts of any youth. We say graduate if possible, if not till you are 50 years 
of age. IT DOES PA\'. 
To men whose opinions are worthy of respect, and to those whose in flu• 
ence young people will most need in a business or professional way, gr:<dua­
tion means especially the followmg: 
1. That the holder of a diploma from a creditable school has shown that
he has the persistence, earnestness, courage, capabitity and willingness to 
COMPLt!TE a systematic course of study. 
2. Tl.al he has at least some culture and some educational foundation 
with which to begin bis life work. 
3. That he is safer to his employer than one who has failed, or oue who 
Ins dropped out of his work owing to a lack of effort or of proper ambition. 
4. Thal he has shown a willingness to spend at least a reasonable a,11ou11l
of ti111e, and study, and pains to get ready for bis trade or profession or busi­
ness. Your diploma may. sometimes. my young friend, prove the final witness 
in your behalf when a position that means more than honor to you is given to 
or witheld from you, the witness that will cast tlte deciding \'0te in you favo; 
111 an extremely delicate or embarrassing situation. He who is wise will leave 
none of these important things undone in his early years. 
l3ut--let no one become a victim lo the "rush" for graduating honors 
·while he is still a child. Graduation at 13 to r7 mav mean honors to some peo­
ple, but the honors are very empty i!l nearly all cases. Something of thor­
oughness, and breadth and d!pth which comes alone with maturity, has been 
lost and perhaps lost forever The graduated "child" is the ''.stuffed" child
If he continue hi� studies he may o,·ercome the bad effects of this cramming: 
but so many do not. Especially in the matter of graJuation would we insist 
on "making ha�te slowly." A lady graduate of 18 to 35 and a gentleni:1.11
graduate of 18 to 40 are easy to recomm!nd if they are endowed with good 
sense and good personality. Graduated children ,ve cannot and wru. not rec­
ommend as teachers. Pro,p!Ctivc stud!nt, do not hesitate to enter school 
because you are "old" 
Our schools of America arc needing no other factor so seriously, both in 
the student and in the tea�hing dcp3rtments, as more maturity, more ex-
.. 
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perience,-and this means simply l\JORE AGE. We would much rather our 
younger students would take fewer studies than the minimum requirement 
than to graduate too young; and, hereafter, as we have already bel:{un, we shall 
make graduation mean more and more each year. Students will be required 
more and more to confine their work lo a certain year of the course as far as 
possible, and to carry OXLV a year's work in any one year. 
Do not enter school expecting to graduate that year until you have hacl 
the consent of the faculty to enter the grach1Ating class. This may save you 
some unpleasant disappointments which ha,·e come to a number of our young 
people, and which we do not care to repeat. 
Year after year graduation musl mean more and more the careful, lhor· 
ough completion of our courses of study; it must mea11 systematic, hard 
labor. 
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EXPENSES. 
BOARDING, FEES, BOOKS, LAUNDRY, ETC. 
BOARDING. 
IN LADIES HALL. This hall was built as an annex to Marshall College 
in 1897,-see left side of picture as you face it, the right side if you were 
standing in the building,-at a cost of $14,000 besides the furniture. It has 
since been enlarged and improved till now it has cost the state about $20,000. 
It is so arranged that the young ladies need not go out in the winter weather 
to get to their recitations, there being one continuous hall-way extending from 
the dining room through the entire building, about three hundred 
feet long, with double doors between the school-building proper and 
the ladies'.apartments. These doors are thrown open after the evening meal so 
that the hall way may be turned into an exercise hall for promenading, racing 
or other appropriate exercises which school girls need. 
THE BASE:\1E:S-T is giYen up to furnace room, matron's cellar (under 
dining room), and laundry. 
THE FIRST FLOOR is occupied by the main stair-case, the Principal's 
private stair-case, the double parlors, matron's rooms, 'phone room, pantries, 
servants' room, kttchen, dining room and ball-way. 
THE SECOND FLOOR is occupied by the Principal's rooms, the 
guest room, 15 girls' and teachers' rooms, a bath room, stair cases, two cross 
hall-ways and the main ball-way. 
THE THIRD FLOOR is occupied hy two bath rooms, stair-cases, one 
main and three cross hall-ways, and 21 girls' and teachers' rooms. 
THE SMALLER ROOMS for girls are 12x16 feet; the largest one 26x18, 
and there are intermediate sizes. 
THE BUIJ.,DING is heated by steam and lighted by natural gas, the beat­
ing system being an uncommonly good one. 
HOT A�D COLD WATER is furnished throughout the building, on alJ 
floors, there being an automatic w'.lter heater in the basement which furnishes 
9 gallons of bot water per minute; this beater is so regulated that by keeping 
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a small gas jet burning all the time, a number of other jets are set a burning 
the moment a hot water spigot is opened anywhere in the building and hot 
water in abundance may be had at any moment, night or day. 
ALL BATH ROOMS have hot a11d cold water connections,the girls' bath 
rooms haviug two bath-tubs each,porcelain finish,three wash bowls in a marble 
plate, and two closets. Each of these is made private by insice screens 
and doors to the several compartments in addition to the bath room door, and 
the private bath compartments have gas jets. 
THERE IS A LAUNDRY in the basement, with slate basins, stove for 
heating irons, and bot and cold water connections. Here in strict privacy 
from public gaze,young ladies who prefer to do so,may do a part or all of their 
laundry work_. 
ALL THE TE ACHERS except one lady and two gentlemen board in 
this Hall. The gentlemen teachers' apartments are carfully screened from 
the main section, and their bath room is at the opposite t-nd of the hall from 
the ladies bath rooms. 
LADY TEACHERS have rooms on both second and tllird floors. All 
teachers and students ha,·e the same arrangements about board, and all eat at 
the same time and at same tables, one or more teachers at each table. 
ONLY RF.GCLAR STCDEKTS AXD TEACHERS are allowed to board 
in the Hall. Brothers, sisters, parents and others may visit for a brief season 
but in no case except severe sickness are they expected to remain any length 
of time. 
The cause for this ruling by the State Board was brought about by per• 
sistent requests on the part of persons counected in some way with some one 
in the Hall to come and board. Girls who have to have a mother with them 
should remain at home, and those who do not ha,·e to have the mother with 
them work much better wllen she is away. l\lore: The girl who bas been 
so poorly trained that a mother's presence is frequently needed, (in the 
motller's opinion,) has usually a mother who bas been poorly trained and whose 
presence is not at all desirable in a young ladies Hall; we mean by this that 
a lll.Other who cannot discipline a daughter at home sufficiently well to trust 
her with the instructors of a schoQl, is either so lacki11g in discipline over 
herself as to be officious and meddlesome in a Hall, or llas a daughter whose 
proper place is at home or in a Reform School. 
The rooms are furnished witll bedstead, mattress, wardrobe, dresser, 
chairs, table, light a11d heat. Students are required to furnish their own bed­
ding, (except the mattress,) their owu uapkius and towels, and keep their 
rooms clean aud in order. The simplest rules of hygiene demand this. 
ROO!\'I REXT varies from $2.00 to $5.00 per room per month of 4 weeks. 
When the hall is not crowdt-d each lady may have a separate room if she pre­
fer, provided she pay the full amount for room rent, or she uu•y room "ith 
another lady, thus reducing her room rent one half. Each ro!lm is worth so 
much per month whether there be one or more ladies in it If a $HX> room 
be occupied by two ladies, each pays Jr.oo per mouth. If a $5.00 room be oc­
cupied by four girls, each $1.25, and so 011; but if each room occupied by the 
girls be full when a new girl arrives, aud she is compelled to go in a room to 
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herself, she is required to pay only half the rent of the room unless she wants 
to room alone, in which case she pays the full amount of rent; but if she does 
not want to room alone, she pays only half the monthly rent of the room while 
alone, the same she will pay when the room-mate arrives. 
TABLE BOARD-The boardrng department in ,the· Hall is under the 
management of a matron who assumes all financial responsibility for the 
boarding department, and charges teachers and students alike $ro.oo p, r 
month of four weeks for table board. This $10.00 per month plus the room 
rent makes up the amount each pays for full board. If room-rent be $r.oo 
per month. the total for board is $11.00 per month, and all rooms but fiye sin­
gle ones and seven suites of two each are rated at $2.00 per month, and 
are intendeJ for only two girls; hence $1 .oo each. But if a girl wish a suite or 
one of the large rooms and there be only two in it, of course this raises 
the total cost of board according to the additional cost of the room. 
REQUESTS OR COMPLAINTS about board or room must be made direct 
to Miss Hackney, the teacher wllo bas entire oversight of room-assignments, 
rooms, communications from and to the matron. etc. All room.rent is paid to 
her, but all table board money,-tbe $10.00 per month-is paid direct to the 
matron, Miss Lucy Goen. 
THE GOVERN!\IENT of the Hall is in the hands of the principal, �hose 
rooms are on the second floor, but the go,·ernment is administered througL 
the lady teachers as committees in charge. 
MRS. EVERETT AJS'D MISS :'IIcKENDREE give all permissions to 
receive company. 
:\IISS Bt:TCHER, :\HSS IIACK�EY AND :\USS GOE::-l' have charge of 
all matters relating to the dining room, arrangement of table, persons at 
table, meal hours, dining-room manners, etc. 
MISS McKENDREE AND MISS BUTCHER give all permissions to leaYe 
the grounds for any purpose whatever; Miss Hackney and Mrs. Everett will 
give these permissions only in the absence of the regular committee. 
See list of standing committees on page 6. 
RULES A::-l'D REGULATIO:::-l'S.-Never till the past year have there been 
such things known in the Hall as "Rules and Regulations." In view of 
the increasing numbers in the Hall each year it was decided to have a few 
simple rules the past year, but there will be no such things again. The 
school is governed without them in a most satisfactory manner, except those 
the State Board has prescribed, and the Hall can be better governed without 
them than with them. Offenses multiply in a geometrical progression as 
"rules and regulations" multiply. The aim of the Hall is to conduct all 
things as one large family and NOT as a BOARDING SCHOOL. Who ever 
beard of a wise parent hanging up a set of ''rules and regulations" for his 
children? It shall not be so again in this Hall. Like a be.me there are 
certain fundamental requirements implied of necessity. For example: 
1. Economy in the use of lights. Common honesty toward the State 
would require that no lights be kept burning when not necessary, just as in 
domestic economy. 
2. Care of furniture. All unnecessary breakage or destruction of prop-
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erty either in the school or in the Hall is paid for by the "breaker" or 
"destroyer." 
3 Order in all ways comporting with lhe dignity of a well regulated 
home. 
-l· Perfect obedience without complaint, to all orders or requests from 
those in authority. 
5. Lacly-like beha\'ior under all circumstances.
6. Always on time, ancl always "in a good humor if possible."
THE HALL LIFE for the session of 1901-02 will be materially changed
for the comfort of all This is the determination of all those to whom 
its government is committed. It has been singularly free from objectionable 
features heretofore, and exceedingly home like; but we feel that it can 
be made more so, and thot i� the aim of all. It can be made alm')St ideal. The 
location is almost perfect as to drainage, cou\'eniences, necessary comforts, 
sanitary arrangements, location in the city, and natural beauty. The college 
library adjoins the Hall, and this is opeu to all. The girls pass from the Hall 
direct into the school hu1lcling without going out in the weather. The 
grouncls are large and spleni.idly ad 1pted for sporting exercise. The hall­
ways are Ion� an I w:d! for e<ercise w:1e11 th� w�ather is b3tl-the m1i11 hall­
way bemg nearly 300 feet in length. 
J\IEA:'\S OF SPOR r.-Io addition to the games played as indoor sport 
or recreation, lawn tennis and croquet are liberally indulged in on the campus. 
Promenading is, howe,·er, the chief recreation for most girls. 
TELEPIIO:-lES-Both the Mutual and the Bell telephone companies ha,·e
'p'loncs 111 the Hall connecting it with all parts of the city, and with the towns 
and cities of the surrounding country. At this writing arrangements are 
being made for long-distance connections directly "ith the college. Tele­
grams are sent and receh·ed o,·er the 'phones at the college. 
XE\V Pl.'\:'\O -A new $400 piano has recently been added tt> the furni­
ture of the pulors for the pleasure and benefit of the young ladies. 
ESPECIALLY D1PORTA:'\T.-Read the following carefully before 
entering Marshall College. 
The L1<lies' H>tll as related to )hr;;!nll College is, in no sense of the 
word, a Boarding School except so far as it is connected with a school and is 
for young la<lie�; but it is entirely free from the most objectionable 
features of a Hoarding School such as is connected with, or goes to make up 
schools not under state control. 
1. It is not a place to "make mor.ey" off the young ladies. The State of
\Vest Virginia is not in that business on such a plan. Those who have over­
sight of the Hall are in the employ of the State, and their salaries are 
the same,-not a cent more or a cent Jess-whether there be five young ladies, 
in the Hall or 100. They are interested in filling the Hall with young ladies 
only for the youug ladies' sake and for the educational \'alue they are to the 
school. All of them, (the faculty,) pay their board at just the same rate as 
the young ladies, regardless of the number in the Hall. Hence, those whose 
business it is to fill the Hall with young ladies, do so, not that it means any• 
thing to them any further than the good of the young ladies and the added 
educational strength they give to a school, but as their duty. 
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2. The matron who has charge of the boarding department proper, that 
is, the table, is directed by the principal of the school to put every dollar 
above what is necessary to pay her respectably well for her work and respon­
sibility, ON THE TABLE. He is just as much interested in this as any girl 
in the house for he wants good board for his own sake as well as for theirs. 
Further: At intervals he carefully goes over the accounts of the matron to see 
what her profits are; to see whether the p roper proportion of the income from 
all the boarders is.going on the table in the shape of good food well cooked 
and well served. Thus it will be seen that the plan here is simply to pay the 
matron's necessary expenses for groceries, servants, etc., and pay her for her 
work and responsibility, theu put every other dollar into food for the inmates 
of the Hall. Sometimes these duties of the principal of investigating accounts 
and demanding better food are not the most pleasant things to do, but 
the interest of the entire Hall including himself requires that he do this. 
Relieved thus of the grasping and money-making phases of a 
Boarding school it becomes one sympathetic household, one large family, all 
on the same footing, instead of some trying to make money off the others. 
The State charges a minimum fee for room-rent to pay for fuel and gas. 
This fee averages about one-half what private families in the city charge, and 
about one-fourth to one sixth of what is charged for rooms at the State 
University. 
ABOUT THE ROO:\f RENT.-It has been a surprise to all the school 
that Ladies' Hall has grown so rapidly in the estimation of the public. What 
we built in 1897, as we supposed, to meet all demands for ten years to come, 
was almost filled to its utmost capacity in 1900, and in the spring of 1901 was 
not only filled,but the rooms were unduly crowded, the faculty room,--a large 
room in the school department proper set apart for the regular sessions of the 
faculty-was given up to, and furnished for, four young ladies, the reception 
room of the princip:il's office was also given up and furnished for three young 
ladies, and several youug ladies had to be refu;,ed admittance for lack of room. 
A few young ladies who wrote for rooms somewhat late could not get them 
while some others who had engaged these rooms did not come, thus keeping 
out of school some worthy young ladies who would otherwise have come. 
Fortunately for the State as to room-rent, still other girls, unexpected, came 
and took all the rooms, but those who wrote and were disappointed bad gone 
elsewhere. To avoid all hasty or unbusiness-like engagements of rooms al l 
engagements hereafter must be accom?anied with one mo ntb's room-rent, 
and the rest of the rent for the term must be paid on the arrival of the young 
lady. It does not pay the State to put a room in order each year, add new 
furniture, etc., and realize no return, owing to the fickleness of some girl . 
The room-rent up to date has been the least the State could possibly afford to 
make it, hence, hereafter, no room-rent will be returned, as a matter of justice 
to the State which has offered these rooms at so low a rate. 
PERMISSIONS FRO:\f PARENTS:-As a rule we have honored special 
requests from parents that their daughters be allowed certain permissions. 
E. G.:- Mr. A. asks that Mr. B. of Huntington or elsewhere be allowed to
call on Mr. A.'s daughter "whenever" it is agreeable to both. 
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"-Ir. C. wishes his daughter to at ten cl opera "whenever" she wish. 
)Ir. D. requests that his daughter be allowed to go driving with Mr. E. of 
this city. 
::'11r. F. wants his daughter to visit some home iu the city or near the city 
"whenever" she wish. 
Mr. G. wishes his daughter,-?r l\Irs. G· wishes it, we are not sure which­
to come home every three or four weeks so that ber "lo\·er·• may call 011 her, 
his purse being too slender {we must infer) to come to Huntington. 
These are samples of the many special requests we get. 
To grant them means disorder, poor work, adverse comment about 
the girl by the public, etc. It means no system of discipline in the Hall. 
HEREAFTER, as much as we respect the judgment and good intertt of 
parents makiug these special requests, THEY WILL NOT BE GRANTED 
EXCEPT IN SO FAR AS IN H:\R�I01'Y WITH WHAT WE, ON THE 
scE::-:E OF ACTIO� REGARD BEST FOR THE YOC?\G LADlES OF 
THE llALL. 
Every privilege consistent with the safety, culture, and education ol young 
ladies is asssurecl tho.:m and their parents in advance. Ko additional ones 
need be asked; TIIEV \\'ILL HAYE TO RE IGNORED. 
Some parents permit coarse, rough, drunken, e\·en indeceut young men to 
call on tl1eir <laughters. If they wish that, they must not send them to 
the Hall, for only decent, refined young men, or those \\ ho are conducting 
themselves in a manner that "ill not bring reproach upon those on whon1 
they call, are permitted, so far as we can find lh<'m out, to call on tlle young 
ladies here. 
AGAI)<, \Ve must use our judgment as to where young ladies arc to go, 
who goes with them, and how often. If close to the city of course young 
ladies are permitted to go home somewhat often, pro,·icle<l they miss 110 
lessons; but e\·en this is uot best; at least it is easily overdone. 
\\'e therefore v<'ry respectfully notify parents that whcu tlicy sencl their 
daughters to tile Hall they must send them subject to the government of 
the Hall; WE C.\X RECEIVE THEM 0� NO OTHER TERMS. If 
they wish special liberties granted their daughters we must know in a1h·ance 
what th�se are, for if tliey in any way conflict with our Hall government, they 
CAN'.'<01' be granted. 
� NO FATHER OR i\-lOTIIER who knows anything of the advan­
tages of school days spent iu a Hall where there are educated teachers, 
a kindly matron,consiclerate young ladies, the oversight of the principal of the 
institution wliose interest as well as whose business it is to see that lady stu­
dents are protected and cared for in e,·ery way, the connsel and sympathy of 
lady teachers who have only the good of young ladies at heart, sale company 
into the city when they need to go, unselfish advice when they wish to purchase 
anything or make other expenditure, trustworthy escorts to church, and every 
other convenience and protection that can possibly be had in the absence of 
parents, with all these, we repeat, that no father or mother who loves bis or 
her child and would protect her, will hesitate a moment in deci<lmg whet!Jer 
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she should board among strangers who have little or no interest in her save 
for her money, or at a Ladies' Hall. Among strangers she is thrown \\;tl1 
whatever company the family may h�ve, be that of the class it may, and (we 
teachers who ielect boarding places can't always know that,) often no special 
interest is taken in her culture, she is classed with the society of those with 
whom she boards, ancl when sick, too often receives about the attention that 
is accorded a soldier in camp,or less. How much better to be where teachers 
will see that she has the best of care and attention when sick, where her cul­
ture is made a matter second not even to her education, where her company 
is assured to be of the better class, and whe.re she is among friends. 
We only too cheerfully grant that not all bearding places are such as we 
mention. ::\'ot a few families have proven themselves as good and kind as 
they could be to our students when sick. But, unfortunately, this is a matter 
that requires the greatest precaution. It is all well enough to get board at 
reasonable rates. That is the RIGHT thing to do; but it is well also to remem­
ber that in this respect, as in many others, the CHEAPEST CAN BE THE 
DEAREST. 
Young wan, and, young woman especially, you can exercise good jucg­
ment and economy nowhere with better results than in the selection of your 
boarding place. Still greater care than e,·er before will be exercised during 
the comi:�g year in securing boarding places for our students, and we shall be 
very cautious where they are located. 
As a protection, as a means of social and educational culture, as security 
fo,r careful attention when sick or needing assistance or advice in any way, 
FIRS1', LAST, Af,L THE TDrr:, we recommend the Ladies' Hall for lady students 
unless they have worthy relatives or friends in the city. Even then with 
many young ladies, and especially with the younger class the Ladies' Hall is 
the proper JJlace if they would do their best work and lie free from needless 
outside interferences and hurtful influences in the way of detracting from 
study interests. 
WHAT DOE:3 THE Pl"BLIC say about this, do you ask? We answer. 
\Vhen we came to Marshall College five years ago there was a mere handful 
of girls in the Hall. The second year there were a few more. Tue third year 
we built the new Hall and the number still increased. Last year-1899-1900, 
the Hall was almost fllled. The past year it was not only filled, but several 
rooru were overfilled, two school rooms were furnished and filled, and se,·eral 
young ladies were denied admittance because we had no room for them. This 
is the best an�wer that can be given. 
DO PARENTS OR YOUNG LADIES who are not familiar with Hall life 
as found at Marshall College prefer to write some one who has been in 
the Hall as a student, some mature girls who are capable of judging? If so 
we name the following: Miss Anna Lederer, Letart, W. Va., Miss Marguerite 
Thompson, Hamlin, \V. Va , :Miss Lena Alderson, Enon, \V. Va., Miss :\Jollie 
Wright, Ronceverte, W. Va., :\[iss l\Iollie Clar:.. Fairfax, \V. Va .. Miss Grace 
Dickerson, Raven's Eye, \V. Va., llliss Myrtle Hogsette, Second Creek, \V. 
Va. There are many others who are quite as capable of gi,·ing reliable infor-
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mation, but these come from different counties and are regarded especially 
worthy of any confidence any one wishing information, may desire to put in 
them. 
SELF BOARD:-Some of our yonng men have tried boarding them­
seh-es and have done so at remarkably reasonable rates,- a thing to be com• 
mended in young meu,-but few do this since the system of boarding known 
as CLUB BOARDING has become common among onr students. By this sys­
tem board, room, light and fuel cost, during the past year, only from 1!9.00 to 
J9.50 per month, and it was as good as costs $r 1.00 to $r3,oo per month in most 
places. l1ost of our young men who do not haye relatives or close friends in 
the city board this way now. It is beyou<l doubt the plan of boarding to which 
all our normal schools, colleges ;,nd unh·ersities of the country are rapidly 
coming. \Ve commend this plan especially to all young men who do not go 
to college merrly because they are able financially to do so. It is tne real 
coJJege boy's plan. True, many young men still prefer the old plan of 
PRIVATE BOARD, and this is all right when not too expensi,·e and one can 
get in with a good family, a family where there is some culture and refine­
ment. Board of this kind costs from 1,11.00 to $13.00 according to place in the 
city. 
SCHOOL FEES. 
Those who bold appointments or who will secure them-see index for 
"appointments" -PA\' NO Tl"IT1O:s:. Their only fee is $1.50 per term; this is 
called the Iucidental Fee; it is payable hy terms, must be paid for one term 
on entering (always in advance) and is ne,·er refunded. It is turned 0\"er to 
the Stale which uses it as seems best, Jor the good of the school. For three 
terms, fall, winter and spring, this fee is only $�.50. Of course if a student is 
.in school but ONE term, this fee is only $1.50. If Two terms it is f,3 oo. Stu­
dents from other states pay the Incidental Fee and $2.00 per month auditional, 
which makes their expenses Si-SO per term, or $22.50 for a foll year. 
The State )formal Schools of \\"est Virginia are among the ·most 
economic for students, of all the schools of the l"uited States outside of the 
public schools. 
TEXT BOOKS. 
The College book store is in the college building and is in charge of oue 
of the instructors whose duty it is to attend to all text book matters. 
Xew books are sold for cost and carriage. 
Second-hand books are soltl for cost, which varies from ONE FOURTH to 
THREE·FOUR'fHS the price of a new book, according to the condition of the 
book. This arrangement is quite a sa,·ing to our sludents who want uew 
books, and especially advan1ageous to those who prefer secontl-haud books. 
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LAUNDRY. 
This ,·aries from $1.50 per month down to the lowest figures at all consis­
tent with assurances of clean ancl well starched linen. In the Ladies' Hall the 
figures may be reduced to a minimum. Young men pay from 75c to $1.0  as 
a rule. 
ANNUAL EXPENSES. 
Board as per different plan snamed ...... .... ...... ...... $75.00 to $130.00 
Laundry .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 to 1 5 .00 
Text Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 to 6.oo
Incidemal Fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.50 to 4.50 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ....... $86.50 to I .=;5.50 
For students coming from other slates add $18 for tuition to the abo\·e 
totals. 
OTHER DEPARTMENTS. 
MUSIC. 
This department, though VERY Jill-CH better during the session of 19()0-
1901 than during any otlier session since the writer has been connected witli 
the school, has yet much to grow before it meets the demands of the situation. 
The instructor for the past session has been untiring in her efforts to build 
it up and has succeeded quite well; but a music department is not de,·eloped 
in a year. It yet lacks a few tliings wliich it must have if talent can be gotten 
for the se�sion of 1901-1902, naruely: 
r. A piano department independent of the other lines of work.
2. A separate vocal department .
3. A stringed instrument department. 
The piano department properly worked has large possibilities in it. It 
is a rich field for whoeyer will bring the fruits to ripeness. It has been urged 
by more than one teacher in this ,lepartment that the work done by music 
students in the normal department is so heavy tliat they ha\·e no time for 
music. This is a very strange complaint and can be fully answered tlius: 
1. No normal student is required to carry more than three studies unless 
he so elect, and when the parent requests that he or sbe carry less, I.he nor­
mal faculty has never in a single instance denied the request. We are here tq 
see that the students work, and if not in one department, then in another. 
2. With the opening off<!red here, success depends exclusively upon the
music instructor. 
In cities piano instructors furnish their own studios, pianos, and rooms 
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for lidng. All these are furnished free at ::\larshall College. It is only 
a question of ability to persuade the public as well as the students that he or 
she (the piano instructor) can compHe with anything in the city If they can 
not, if they are inferior, the principal of the school can't afford to discourage 
a student from bunting the best instructor he can find. To encourage the 
school pianist not only are living rooms, pianos, and practice rooms furnished 
free, but no piano rent is charged tbose students who take lessons from the 
school instructor, while those students taking lessons outside are charged 
piano rent for practice. The music and business ability and talents of the 
piano instructor are the essential requisites of success. WITH these capa· 
ble of competing with anying else in the city, the pianist bas a monopoly of 
the school and city work. \VITIIOL'T these it must be a bard pull. 
It is a case where the pianist must be first, last, all the time a piauist, a 
VERY GOOD PERFORMER in private and public, a GOOD TEACHER, and 
an EXTHl:"SIASTIC, ENERGETIC, Bt:Snrnss LIKE LADY OR GEN­
TLEi\IA�. Piauo-work,-not EVER.YT! I [);G - must be bis work, as a rule, 
for the all round musical genius is an exceedingly rare product. 
Our teachers of piano heretofore ba,·e bad to work in more than one line 
to realize a lidng competency; but we feel that the time has come in the his• 
tory of the school when the piano teacher is to be THE PIANO TEACHER 
only. 
What we have said of the department of piano work is meant to apply as 
well to the \"OCAL and STRDIGED INSTRC;\lE�T lines of work. 
Of course if Marshall College can find a musical genius who can develop 
all these d .partments without compromising the growth of any one of them, 
so much the better for both the instructor and the school, for this unifies the 
work as nothing else can. 
Life, hard labor, talent, energy, enthusiasm, unsparing and unflagging 
effort,-these we ::\1UST HA VE in large measure for the session of 1901-1902 
if they can be gotten, for MAR.SHALL COLLEGE must become a musical 
center and not a point on the circumference of the musical circle of the State. 
The field is ripe. It must be cultivated at once. 
There are three good pianos in the school and more can be had when 
needed. 
If young people could only learu the value of musical accomplishments, 
whether in song or performance on an instrument, the ,·alue to themseh-es, to 
those with whom they associate, to the public in general, certainly more men 
and more women would cultivate every musical talent they posses�. 
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION. 
GRADE I.-a. Instruction in the Theory of Techniy_ue, illustrated by the 
most simple exercises; Kullak's Materials for Elementary Piano forte lu· 
struction; Lebert & Stark's Piano forte School, Part I; Czerny's Op. 139, 
Book I. 
b. Loeschhorn's Studies, Op. 38; Koehler's Studies, Op, 50; Elemen­
tAry pieces by Mozart, Clementi, Merkel, Lo,·schhorn, etc. 
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GRADE IL--a. Lebert & Stark's Piano forte School, Part II; Czerny's 
School of Velocity, Op. 297; Loeschhorn's Studies, Op. 66; Heller's Studies, 
Op. 47; P!aidy's Technical Studies (selected sections); Mozart and Haydn's 
Sonatinas; Short Pieces, requiring some fluency of execution, by Heller, 
Moscheles. etc. 
h. Lebert & Stark's Piano forte School, Part HI; Bach's Inventions, 
Czerny's Art of Developing the Fingers, Op. 740; Plaidy's Technical Studies 
(selected sections); piec.!s of me lium difficulty, by Hummel, :\Ioscheles; 
l\Iendelsshon, etc. 
GRADF; III.-a. L')eschhorn's Studies, Op. 67; Toccato in C major, 
Czerny; Heller's Studies, Op. �6; 8,1ch's Three voice Inveations; Sonatas by 
Dussek; Kocturnes and other compositions by Field· the more difficult Sona­
tas of Clementi, etc. 
b. Hans Seeling's Studies, Op. 10, (selected numbers); Kullak's Octaye
School, Books I and II; Beethoven's earlier Sonatas; further selections from 
l\Iendelsshon and Schubert. 
GRADE IV.-Czerny's Fifty Daily Studies; Cramer's Studies (rnu Bulow); 
:\lozart's aad Beethoven's Concertos; Chopin's and Schumann's compositions 
of lesser difficulty; Sonatas of Schubert, Weher, and Beethoven; selections 
from :\Iendelsshon, Reinecke, and Rubinstein. 
GRADE V.-Tausig's Finger exercises; Clementi's "Gradus ad Parnas­
sum" (Tausig); Chopin's Studies, Op. IO and 25; Henselt's Studies, Op. 2; 
Bach's 48 Preludes and Fugues; Liszt's "Etudes d'Ex�cution Transcendente;" 
Beethoven's Great Sonatas; Schumann's most difficult compositions. and those 
ot Raff, Henselt, Chopin, and RuUns!ein. 
ELOCUTION. 
This department, like the music department, has grown steadily and sub­
stantially. Both the music and elocution departments have been represented 
during the past session -19')0-19::,1--by capable and in<lustrious teachers. 
Some excellent work has been done, an,l any one wishing work in physi­
cal culture or oratory can come to ;\Iarshall College assured that he will find 
first-class instruction·, for only teachers of this grade will be at all considered 
when they apply. 
For two years past our instructors have been graduates of the Emerson 
School of Oratory, Boston. one of the first schools in this line of work, in 
America, if not THE FIRST. 
,ve urge upon our student body the GREAT importance of taking work 
in this department. NOT O'°'E should miss the opportunity-for voice 
training and physical culture offered in this department, ESPECIALLY NO 
TEACHER OF CHILDRE� or YOUTH. They cannot afford to miss it, for 
their own sake and the sake of those whom they are to face as teachers standing 
before youth, as models. 
What accomplishment is more marked. more admired, more helpful in 
teachin&", in social life, in saving the nerves of others and of one's self, in pro-
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tecting one's throat, than a well modulated voice used without strain? And 
what better accompauiwent can it ha\·e than au erect body, square shoulders, 
and a good physique. A good carriage, a good voice, a healthful look, grace 
iu standing, in mo\"ing, and in speakiug-the5e cannot wdl be o,·er estimated. 
BUSINESS. 
This department is under the immediate control and management of 
Prof. G. A. Proffitt. Anyone wishing information should write him direct. 
The Business Department issues its own catalogue, regulates its own ex­
penses aud charges, and employs its own teachers. 
GENERAL. 
GOVERNMENT. 
Our theory of government at Marshall College nny all be couched in one 
sentence: Go,·ernment is good in direct proportion as it is not necessary. 
,ve take it for granted that our students are ladies and gentlemen,-we 
are rarely deceived-and when found KOT to be such they go home by "indi­
rect" invitation. That ends it. 
There are no set rules, but there are some things we do not tolerate if we 
know of it : 
1. Using tobacco in any form, or liquor of any kind on the school
premises. 
2. lTnmanly or unwomanly conduct Ac'<Y\VHERE while a student.
3. Lounging by young men about the building or on the grounds con­
nected directly with Ladies Hall. 
4. Profane or \·ulgar language on school premises.
Our school for the last fh-e years has been so nearly a self-governing body
that gO\·ernment seem� a subject that needs no further comment in this cata­
logue. 
· ATTENDANCE.
Each session the number of young men aud women who attend the entire 
year instead of just one or two terms, increases at a most gratifying rate. 
Where in 1896 we had very few from a distance who remained the entire year, 
we now have a large number. School opened last September with 22 coun­
ties represented and this number gradually increased to 35 counties. 
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Young people are finding it greatly to their interest to attend full ses• 
sions, and more and more the familiar faces of the spring term appear again 
in September for a IO-month session. 
Too much cannot be sai<l in favor of this, for it is the only way a student 
fully gets into the real spirit of college life. We sincerely believe tbat very 
many more could find tbe full-year attendance possible if they could but be 
induced to make an heroic effort. �ly young friends of both sexes, it is worth 
I\IUCH sacrifice. Will you not try it? We want you here FOR YOUR SAKE, 
the entire year. 
Certainly students are none the less cordially welcomed at whatever time 
they come; we only say •·come the E�TIRE YEAR if POSSIBLE, if not,JUST 
AS :m;ca OF IT AS YOU CAN. 
The regularity of attendance during the past year bas been exceptionally 
good; those who came in for the spring term remaineJ to the ,·ery end of the 
term better than ever before. This looks business-like, and leaves a goou im­
pression of them. 
CO:\IE JCST AS SO0:1\ IN THE YEAR AS POSSIBLE A�D STAY 
JCST AS LOC'<G AS POSSIBLE, we urg� upon every one. Regard your 
time for study so precious that you cannot afford to lose a day of it. 
RECREATION AND REST. 
When you come ruy young friend, bring your work habits with you of 
course, but bring, as well, your habits of recreation and rest. Sleep eight 
hours if you possibly can, walk quite an amount in the open air every day,and 
never study immediately after eating. It not afilictecl with gunaiphobia 
or some similar timidity or indiffence toward the fairer sex, young man, the 
habit of calling on a nice young lady once per week, (a different one each 
week if possible), is a most healthful and cultirnting influence to have thrown 
about you. \\'hen you can come to Huntington, whether young lady or young 
gentleman, improve every opportunity to meet all the students and know 
them, and meet all the nice people of the city you can. This is best done by 
attending some Sunday school regularly and by taking part in social 
functions. 
See to it well that rest and recreation be neglected at no time; and that 
darkness finds you at home with your books unless you can explain to the saL 
isfaction of the faculty why you are not there. Your landlady reports to us. 
regularly whether you have been in your room at night. 
Take your recreation in the daytime, afternoon, and your rest at night, in 
bed., 
The base ball grounds, croquet grounds, and tennis court are always opeu 
to all students who will speak for tLem in time. 
CLYFFESIDE P,\IIK, KY. 
Showing entrance, part of lake and C. & 0. Ry. tracks in front. 
Spring outir,g place for !.ludents and faculty of i\lan,hall College 
CLYFFF.SIDI, PARK, CEN'l'RAL ,·urn· 
Showing Peninsula. Here is where Mar,;hall College•takes 
her spring outing. 
-
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STATE APPOINTMENTS 
NUMBER FROM EACH COUNTY. 
u u 
cil ·s oi ·a County. "' oi County. E "' .; C "C "' 0 .. "' 0 0 u 0 C.J z < l-< z < l-< 
Barbour 6o 30 90 Mingo 27 14 41 
Berkley 92 46 138 Monongalia - So 40 120 
Boone 37 19 56 Monroe 55 28 83 
Braxton 67 34 IOI Morgan 32 16 48 
Brooke 32 16 48 McDowell 37 19 56 
Cabell 112 56 168 Nicholas 45 23 68 
Calhoun 42 21 63 Ohio 200 100 300 
Clay 22 JI 33 Pendleton 42 21 63 
Doddridge 6o 30 90 Pleasants 37 19 56 
Fayette 100 50 150 Pocahontas 35 18 53 
Gilmer 47 24 71 Preston 95 48 143 
Grant 32 16 48 Putnam 72 36 108 
Greenbrier 90 45 135 Raleigh 47 24 71 
Hampshire 57 29 86 Randolph 55 28 83 
Hancock 35 18 53 Ritchie 82 41 123 
Hardy 37 19 56 Roane 75 38 113 
Harrison JOO 50 150 Summers 62 31 93 
Jackson 95 48 143 Taylor 6o 30 90 
Jefferson 75 38 Il3 Tucker 55 28 83 
Kanawha 210 105 315 Tyler 6o 30 90 
Lewis 75 38 113 Upshur 62 31 93 
Lincoln 55 28 83 \\Jayne 95 48 143 
Logan 28 14 42 Webster 27 14 41 
Marion 95 48 143 Wetzel 82 41 123 
'.\[arshall 95 48 143 Wirt 45 23 68 
:\Iason II2 56 168 Wood 132 66 198 
Mercer So 40 120 Wyoming 27 14 41 
Mineral 62 31 93 
WHO MAY GET APPOINTMENTS. 
Any \Vest Virginian of good moral characte rand good common sense 
may procure an appointment PROVIDED : 
I. He or she can do the work required.
2. The applicant be 13 years of age, if a female. and.14. if a male.
3. He or she promise to comply with the regulations governing
the school. 
HOW MAY ONE GET AN APPOINTMENT. 
Write directly to the principal of the school, L. J. Corbly, Huntington, 
W. Va, state your age, tbe subjects you have studied, where you have studied
them, and how far in each you have advanced. In doing this it is not neces­
sary to mention reading, penmanship and spelling.
• 
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VALUE OF APPOINTMENTS. 
Iu addition to an Incidental Fee of $r.5v per term ($4.50 per year), those 
students who do not have appointments pay tuition at the rate of $2.00 per 
mouth. By procuring au appointment a student is excused from the payment 
of the tuition fee of $2.00 p�r month, and pays only the Incidental Fee of $1.50 
per term ($,i.50 per year). 
ENROLLMENT. 
BY SUBJECTS STUDIED. 
NORMAL AND ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS. 
Practical Arithmetic ......... , .... 155 Psychology. . . . . ......... ...... , 11 
Mental Arithmetic .............. 134 Logic........ . ....... .... ... 16 
Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ..... 132 Orthography. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . all 
Geometry ........... · ............. 55 Review Geography..... .. .. .. . 20 
Trigonometry............. . . . . 14 Physical Geography .............. 90 
Bookkeeping ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 Physiology... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84 
U. S. History .. . .... ..... ... 82 Zoology .......... .............. 26 
English History. . . . . . . . . ...... 58 Astronomy . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,i 
General History .............. ... !03 Civil Government . . ......... 27  
Greek History .................... 30 Botany......... . . .. .. .. .. .. . 31 
Roman History. . . . . . . . . . . .... 58 Physics ........ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
English Grammar... . ............ 303 Chemistry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Rhetoric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 57 Drawing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 20 
American Literature .............. 38 Vocal :\1usic ...... ......... ..... 30 
English Literature. . ............ 38 Economics . . . . . . . .. , . . . . . 8 
Latin..... . ..................... 144 History of Education............ 9 
Greek... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 Theory and Practice.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
French ........ ..... .. ........ 32 Ethics........ .. . . . .. . . .. 17 
German . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 Pedagogy... . . . . . . . . . 9 
Practice in Teaching ............ 2 0  
MUSIC DEPARTMENT, 
Pi�no...... . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
Mandolin ......... ,.............. 6 
Guitar ... ... . 
Violin ......... . 
ELOCUTION. 
I! 
IO 
Elocution ........... ............ 31 Phy
0
sical Culture ........•••..... 15 
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT. 
Bookkeeping ........ . ..... 2 5  Stenography ..................... 77 
Both Bookkeeping, and Stenography and Typewriting ..................... 33 
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BY YEARS, SINCE 1890. 
1Sgo ............. .. ......... .. 165 
1891...... . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. 163 
1892........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 183 
1893 ...... ... .. .. .. . . ...... . 137 
1894 ... .. . .. ........ ... ..... 152 
1895 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 2!2 
1896 .......... ...... . . , , . , . , ... 222 
1897 ..... ....... ... . .. ..... 3 58 
1898 .. . , ... 378 
1899 ..... .................. ..... 427 
19()0. . . . .• ....... 452 
1901 .... .. .. .. . ................ 53} 
ADVANTAGES 
It is not the policy of the management of this institution to set forth any 
advantages in an exaggerated form, nor to make invidious comparisons 
between it and other schools in any way that would compromise their inter­
ests or the dignity of a state school. 
Perhaps we were not human did we not delight more or less in numbers, 
but we delight very much more in quality than in quantity, for it is the 
former that safely recommends a school. Ours is the earnest desire to 
improve, year by year, the teaching force of the school, the tt:aching appli­
ances, the means by which young people may realize the best possible returns 
for the money and time they spend here. 
We aim in each annual catalogue to give a plain, safe and accurate state­
ment of the advantages offered at this school, but take pains to so state things 
that when a student comes be may find every thing better than he 
expected. This bas always been the case with t!.Jose who read our catalogues 
carefully and were mature enough lo understand the work of the school as set 
forth therein. 
THAT MARSHALL COLLEGE HAS ADVANTAGES, some advantages 
which many other schools do not have, some which few have, can certainly 
not be gainsaid by the severest critic. It is equa11y true that many of her 
advantages are possessed by some other schools, some of them by t'uany 
schools, and some we do not have which other schools ha\·e. In enumerat· 
ing some of the ADVANTAGES we wc-uld mention especia11y the following: 
LITERARY OPPORTUNITIES. 
The CIRCL"LATING LIBRARY is well supplied with reference books 
and contains a choice selection along all lines that go to make up a good 
school library. It consists of about 2,000 volumes. 
In addition to the library proper, the reading room is especially rich in 
current literature, comprising a11 tLe leading magazines, the best newspapers, 
educational journals, and a number of magazines for the various departments 
of the school, of a technical nature. The total number of different periodicals 
that come to our reading tables is about 100. 
Besides the Circulating Library and Reading Room, the DOCUMENTARY 
LIBRARY of the school is excellent, comprising about 3,000 bound volumes 
and 1,000 pamphlets, maps, etc. 
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Pains are taken that every ,·olume added to the library be added not 
because popular but because healthful literature-a good book. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
There are two good literary societies, the Erosophian and the \'irginian 
which have halls of their own, furnished and kept in order at their own 
expense, and which offer opportunity for quite a Yariety of literary work and 
for music, there being a piano in each. The ann u al contest in debate. oration, 
essay and recitation, at commencement season, is one of the most interesting 
fE:atures of the year. The principal of the school offers a purse of $50 to the 
winning society each year, di,·ided as follo\\·s: recitation f,5 1 essay �10, oration 
$rs, debate $20. 
Some new contests in liter<1ry work will be offered at the close of the 
coming year. 
HALL FOR YOUNG LADIES. 
A ball for young ladies and the faculty, built in 1897 1 and since enlarged 
and improved till it has cost about $20,000, where they may not simply board, 
but li,·e as one large family at a most reasonable outlay-see page 28- is one 
of the most desirable and even admirable features• of the school. Furnished 
and equipped ii, modern style, a goou table, a most healthful social atmos­
phere, all combine to make this no small part of a young ladies education. 
BUILDINGS. 
The buildings are, beyond doubt, the most commodious and conYenient 
school builuings in the state except the university buildings. Their extreme 
length is 313 feet, and their extreme breadth go feet. Ladies Hall is 4ox130 
feet with a ,·eran<la r4x52 feet. 
The School Buildings proper contain 10 finished recitation rooms, the 
smallest ones having over sixty feet in length of 3½ feet wide slate 
blackboard, and the largest ones 102 feet in length of same kind of board. 
Each is furnished with folding tablet-arm opera chairs which cost $2.50 each, 
teacher's desk, unabridged dictionary, maps etc. In addition to these are the 
circulating library, a large bay front room, 4ox301 faculty room 26x181 study 
ball 7ox:36, principal's office and reception room each 14x16, office of the 
principal of the business department 10x16, the documentary library r6x33, 
typewriting room ,;c;;:31, two business rooms, a laboratory 3ox32, two literary 
halls each 36X40, music room 36x:20, Young Woman's Christian Association 
Hall, 22x20, commencement hall 85x55, cloak rooms, toilet rooms, etc. The 
study hall is seated with box-top study desks, the c-:>mmencement hall with 
626 opera chairs, and the literary halls and library with new chairs. 
The entire building is three stories high besides the basement story, and 
has four commodious stair cases and outside fire escapes; also hose connections 
are being put on e,·ery floor tor extinguishing fire within. The buildings are 
all heated by steam. 
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GROUNDS. 
Here we easily surpass any other state institution whether school or what. 
The imposing buildings stand on an eminence about 30 feet abo,e the street, 
111 the midst of a beautiful Jot ot 16 acre5 in the center of the city, fronting 011 
Third a,·enue-the finest street in West \"irginia - and reached directly by 
electric cars from both east and west. 
The east end of the campus, about three acres, is separated from the rest 
by a gracefully curving brooklet lined with fine big trees; this is the boys' 
sport ground; it is le,·el-an ideal play-ground. The rest of the ground is 
gi,·en up to lawns with croquet and tennis courts. 
There are more than roo fine trees on the grounds, and 169 were recently 
set out. A number of the trees are from 12 to 20 inches in diameter, beech, 
sycamore, elm and oak pre,·ailing, although the variety is excellent. 
The drainage is complete, making the locatiou ideal not only for na"tural 
beauty but for health and pleasure: 
SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS. 
In this we are fortunate, in that the city offers advantages for social cul­
ture beyond the town or ,·illage, and there are 13 churches for white people in 
the city which most kinrlly welcome students to their services. 
CLASS OF STUDENTS. 
l\Iarslrnll College has bten blessed so far with a most courteous, kindly 
and considerate class of young ladies and gentlemen. They are not only 
peculiarly respectful toward those in authority, but are especially kind to new 
students, showiug them every courtesy possible and making them feel at 
home at once. Kever yet has it been our duty lo expel a young lady or young 
gentlenrnn for had beha,·ior in any way. 
LOCATION. 
The conyeniences for the study of geology, physical geography, zoology 
and kindred subjects are excelled in few places. The exposures of the �ew 
RiYer canon and further east on the C. & 0. R'y., also on the N. & W. R'y., 
the extensive minings of cannel and bituminous coals, the vast ,..,-ooded and 
mountain districts in the neighborhood of Huntington make the study 
-of geology and fhe state's material resources especially practical 
and real, while the conveniences for visiting the Zoological Garden 
at Cincinnati each year add materially to the Yalue of the study of zoology. 
"The railroad fare, street car fare and admission lo the Zoological Garden this 
year was only $1.35, covering the entire round trip to Cinciunati and back, 163 
miles each way. 
The street car line extending up and down the Ohio valley 30 miles, along 
which the scenery is very beautiful, Clyffeside Park with its fine lake where 
the College takes its annual outing, the Ohio riYer only two squares from 
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the College and carrying us by boat north and south, the excellent railroad 
facilities, all combine to make our location not only attractive naturally, but 
most convenient. 
Long distance telephone connections, in addition to telegraph, now con· 
nect us with all parts of the state and the United States, thus putting parents 
and students in convenient reach of each other in cases of ,anxiety or 
emergency. 
MORAL TONE OF THE SCHOOL 
The high normal standard fixed by our student body, the intimate social 
relation between students and facnlty,the strong bond of sympathy that umtes 
the entire school, the loyalty of the students to the)chool,all make the educa­
tional atmosphere very healthful and refining. 
THE FACULTY. 
The entire faculty are fully sensible of their duties and obligations to the 
students and to the state, and, unlike very many instructors who are money­
grabbers on a small scale rather than educators, they spend their vacations 
improving themselves, making ready for better work each year. All of them 
are college-bred, but they keep up their studies, three of them bei ng in 
Chicago University this summer, others at other schools or somewhere 
improving themselves for their work next year. Some of them have taken 
advantage of education by travel, three having spent some time in ];':urope. 
It is intended at this time that a delegation of them spend the summer of 
1902 studying and traveling in Italy, Switzerland,Germany,France and England 
and negotiations are already pending with this in view, especially to secure 
desirable transportation at reasonable rates,and the invaluable services of Dr. 
Forbes of Rome, to give his series of lectures on th3.t city by driving the class 
to the various points of interest and lecturing ou the ground. Dr. Forbes is 
now an English resident of Rome 32 years and is one of the best known 
authorities on Roman archaeology. 
Vesudus, Pompeii, Herculaneum, Naples, Rome, Plsa, Florence, Venice 
and l\lilan are to be made stopping points, especially the museum of Naples, 
as much of Rome as possible, the valley of the Tiber, and the picture galleries 
of Florence. The famous galleries of Dresden and Berlin, Germany, the 
Louvre of .Paris, and others will be includerl. This trip is to be made no 
idle sight-seeing rush, but a study trip, for which months of preparation in 
reading and study are being made. 
LECTURE COURSES. 
The size of the school and of the city makes it a safe venture financially 
to have a first class course of lectures and musical entertainments each year 
in connectioa with the scho:>I. These add decidedly to the educational 
advantages of Marshall College, the lecturers being men of national reputa­
tion, and the musicians artists in their work. 
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MUSIC. 
There is no reason why Huntington should not become a musical center for this section of ,vest Virginia and adjoining states, and Marshall College 
the musical center of Huntington. To this end more attention than usual was 
given to the work in music during the past year, and still MUCH more will be 
given the coming year, our force for teaching ha,·ing been multiplied in num­
bers and in capabilities. For this reason this school ·offers advantages over 
many others for work in mnsic. Piano rent for practice being free, and the 
musical spirit at a premium, certainly the year 1901-1902 will offer special 
advantages for musical culture. 
ELOCUTION. 
The school is very fortunate in having a graduate of the Emerson School 
of Oratory, Boston, as instructor in physical culture, oratory. and ,·oice modu­
lation. Miss \Vare bas taken an excellent course in preparing tor her work 
and will give satisfaction. 
HEALTH. 
The healthiness of a school location cannot easily be o,·erestimated. 
Ladies Hall at this school has a most envia_ble record in this respect, nearly 
all young ladies going away hea\"ier and in better condition generally than 
when they came. The city as well, as it grows older and the well-water gives 
way to cistern water, the physicians tell us grows much more healthful. The 
deatll record of the city is unusually low. 
BOARD. 
Not only is board in Ladies Hall cheaper than in any other school hall in 
the state in a railroad town, but board for young lllen in our clubs and otherwise 
has been so systematized that now young men can get as good board as at any 
other school for from $9.00 to $10.00. \Ve doubt seriously whether,all considered 
aJvantages in everything, there is any other school in the state where young ladies and gentlemen may get an education at so reasonable an outlay of money 
as at Marshall College. The expense phase of the question is made a matter 
of prime importance by the faculty, for they know how much it means to our students. Accordingly a special committee makes it their business to study 
and oversee this ,·ery important subject. In this our students are especially 
fortunate. 
NEWNESS, NEATNESS, CLEANLINESS. 
A prominent and very wealthy citizen from Colorado, after going all over 
our buildings and grounds remarked: "I am very much rnrprised to find 
everything so new, so neat, so clean, and so attractive e,·ery way; I supposed 
your school was rather well equipped. but I did not expect to find things on as 
large a scale as they are. Yonr buildings are very imposing, indeed, your 
grounds unusually beautiful, and your apparatus, furniture and general 
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appearance inside and out correspond with your buildings and grounds. I 
have two nieces in Illinois at school whom I am educating. and if I can get 
them in your school I shall be glad to transfer them next year." 
WHEN TO COME AND WHEN TO LEAVE. 
DO NOT FAIL TO C0:\1E ON THE OPENING DAY OF THE TERM, 
IF YOU CAN POSSIBLY BE HBRR "On time" means VERY much to a 
student entering a school of this grade. By all means be here on opening day; 
the day before opening is VERY much better than the day after. Come 
on the roTH or 11TH of SEPTEMBER IF POSSIBLE, and remain till Satur­
day, June 14th, 1902,the day after commencement. Do not leave till the last 
class bas recited and the last exercise is over. Get all your credits and go 
away knowing you have your grades recorded, a full year's, or, at least, a FULL 
spring term's, work done. You Will feel better for this, the principal 
will feel better, all the faculty will feel better, ALL THE SCHOOL will feel 
better. This is no idle request, it is for your good. We were glad to see so 
many remain for the 1901 commencement. 
COUNTIES OF W. VA, REPRESENTED. 
()f the 35 counties sending students to this school last session, Cabell led; 
with :\lason a good second, Fayette only T\\'O behind :\lason with Tyler a 
strong FOl"RTH in line; Then came Jackson and )lingo a tie, while Green· 
brier, Summers and \\"ayne tied again only Q);'E behind the precedi:-:g Two; 
then came [Kanawha, Lincoln and Nicholas a THIRD tie, only o::-:E behind 
the first triplet, with Boone only TWO below, good old Boone, quite new al 
l\Iarshall, but growing rapidly because her county superintendent is a warm 
friend of the school. From Boone we jump down one notch to where Raleigh 
stands, another NEW and growing county at l\Iarsball; which sends good 
material, thence down one step further to Putnam and Monroe, distant l\Ion­
roe as strong at )larshall as Putnam, a border county. From here the num­
bers decrease slowly clown to far away Tucker which sends but ONE, but a 
good one who will stand well up in the graduating class ot 1902. 
,ve sh 111 be glad to see all counties d?uble their num!>er at Marshall next 
year and carry the good work into other counties. Did our students ever 
stop and think that if each one would return and bring but ONE more with 
hiw, our enrollment next year would be over 100:>? 
What an easy thing for the students, yet what a task Jor the principal if 
left to him alone. 
COMING TO HUNTINGTON 
The new student especially should always notify the principal when ancl 
on what train he will reach the city, so some one way meet him. 
l\Iarsball College is located between Sixteenth and Seventeenth streets. 
east and west, and between Third and College avenues, north and south. 
The C. & 0. R'y. depot is between Kintb and Tenth streets, and Seventh 
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and Eighth ayenues, or about 13 l,locks south-west of the College, which 
means about 1}.( miles. It is always best if no one meets a student, to leave 
the trunk at the depot, get ou the horse car at the station, ask the conductor 
for a transfer to the Third a,·enue electric line, change CArs at the corner of 
Third avenue and Ninth street, and come direct to the College gate. The fare 
for the entire distance is scents. 
The O. R. Ry. depot is at the corner of Eleventh street and Second ave­
nue, or 7 blocks from the college,-about '1 of a mile. One can walk one 
block from Second to Third and there take the electric car direct to the 
College gate; fares cent. Unless a student have a boarding place selected in 
advl\nce and some friend bds agreed to meet him, it is best to come direct to 
the College and arrange about boarding and trunk afterwards. 
MONEY 
Girls and women now a-days have no pockets, or as good as none, and, as 
a rule, have poor con\'eniences for carrying money. It would be VERY wise, 
indeed, for parents to always send money intended for younger students lo the 
principal, who appoints a 111ember of the faculty to keep their accounts for 
them, pay their chief bills, issue their pin money, and send an itemized receipt 
lo the parent each term, or monthly if preferred. Tbis will effectually put a 
slop to losing money. Especially should this be done in Lacies' Hall, and it 
is safer with all younger students wherever they board. S,·veralparents request 
this, and no complaint has ever come to us about lost money when this 
arrangement was made. 
WRITE DIRECT TO THE PRINCIPAL 
\\·hen a parent wishes any permission out of the usual given a child 
whether to "isit somewhere, go borne a day or two or permanently both as a 
matter of courtesy as well as a matter of business the request should be 
addressed directly to  the principal and not lilrough the child to  him. Some­
times, unfortunately, children counterfeit letters; once WE were handed a 
letter by a young lady student, a seemingly verfect speciman of thi- mother's 
handwriting with which we were familiar from previous correspondenci-, 
requesting the danghter to come home to have some clothing fit. Out 
of extreme caution another member of the faculty was consulted as to its gen­
uineness, and it was compared with one on file as to handwriting; both pro· 
nounced it genuine and the daughter got her permission. In a few days we 
bad a telegram saying the usual Sunday letter from the daughter had not come 
and inquiring about her health. After a few days search she was found but 
the anxiety to parents and to us was greater than we care to experience again. 
Write the principal direct for such things. Second hand letters are unbusi­
nesslike under such circumstances. 
THE MARSHALL COLLEGE 
SPECIAL. 
TO PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS 
To you, the teachers, the trainer5, the moulders in a large measure, of the 
manhood, and womanhood, hence of the intellectual, moral, and' material wel­
fare of our commonwealth, to you, the most poorly paid and lea�t appreciated 
of all the laborers of the land considering your responsibilities,is it not time to 
stop and inquire why the teachers of the schools of the country are so poorly 
paid and so poorly appreciated? 
There IS a "WHY" or there are "WHYS," and they should be removed. It 
can be r1:moved, it will be removed, if you will do your part. These are the 
"\VHYS:" 
r. You are not putting enough time and money into your profession. 
2. You are not getting out from home to school.
3. You are not independent enough.
4. Some of you are not honest in your method of securing certificates,
nor honorable in your ways of securing schools. 
5. You would rather have a good certificate than a good education, hence 
you play second fiddle to your superiors or your board of examiners. 
The remedy is easily seen in the "whys". All credit to a good county 
superintendent; all credit to all good teachers; they ha,·e no more loyal 
friend than I. But all shame to a county superintendent who would rather 
speculate on bis teachers than to see them go out from home to some reput• 
able school and help to raise the educational standard of their county; all 
shame as well to those so-called teachers who value a No. one certificate abovt: 
a good education, above the interests of the children they are to instruct, abo,·e 
honor, even, in not a few instances, above culture, and above the profession 
which they ought to adorn instead of degrade. 
We kindly, cordially, earnestly ask the hearty cooperation and support of 
every live teacher to help us in our efforts to bring about this the only condi­
tion which will insure better things for all concerned, and an hundred fold 
better things for the citizens of our commonwealth. Will you join us in this 
effort? Marshall College is your school not ours, it was created for you, it is 
maintained for you, it will accomplish just what you decide upon, it ts the 
center of the interests of the teachers of this part of the state, educationally, 
professionally, financially. You can make it the solution of your educational 
problems if you will. WILL YOU? Come to Marshall College, and if we 
cannot make you glad you came we shall not ask you to return. Come and 
see what we do and how we do it. If you have any suggestions to make about 
the school, come frankly to the principal and make them. He wants it so 
conducted that you may derive the best possible results by coming. But do 
not go away and criticise the school to some one else and then go out of the 
state and help build up the interests of another state when your own needs 
_you. Above all, come and see for yourself, or ask some reliable student who 
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has been here long enough to know whereof he ipeaks. Make this 
school YOUR school, your educational home, for such it is. Come and stay 
a full year. Graduate if you possibly can; at least come ONE FULL YEAR. 
If neither is possible. come next spring - 1902. 
TO COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS 
i\Iarshall ColJege feels that she has substantial friends in some .0I.the 
county superintendents of thi� part of the state. Especially do we fee! tihis 
way toward the Superintendents of counties we have visited. 'We 
sincerely wish we knew all the superintendents of the state but our w0tk !Jas 
pre,·ented our knowing,them. Gentlemen, if you would alJ give the .nom:rnl 
schools of the state your hearty support our school would enroll 1000 s•udeits 
next year and the legislature would soon make these schools the equii.l of' 
anything of their kind in any state. If you would heartily cooperate wibl. the 
faculties of these schools the standard of education in West Virginia wo'.l!d 
go up many grades in a brief time, your work would be dignified, your siHnies 
would be increased, your work would be professionalized, your teachers. =uld• 
be better paid, and yonr houses and apparatus would be greatly improvw ::ind: 
enlarged. You can do a great work for the education of our state by placi'ng 
yourselves on the side of the XOR�IAL SCHOOLS -THE SCHOOLS fer )'Cur 
teachers. Your support, as a rule, has been scanty and half hearted • •Y')u 
have not encouraged your teachers to go out from home to school. Bu,t..tliey 
are beginning to go. Will you lead them by your encouragement or wiJT you 
let them go ahead of you. These schools are growing rapidly and th'ey will 
grow more rapidly, Several counties ha,·e increased their representati•<l>!l�at 
these schools several hundred per cent in the last three years. WHAT Ht. Y 
WE EXPECT OF YOU? A word from you to your teachers as you visit their 
schools means much. ShalJ it be in favor of better teachers, better education 
better attendance on the normal schools? How many of you have ever visited 
these schools and seen their conveniences, their work, their libraries, their 
apparatus, and personally known their faculties? I invite you most cordially 
to come and visit Marshall College and to cooperate with me in my efforts to 
make this institution what you think it should be. It is yours as well as 
mine.; I am simply chosen to direct and to administer its affairs; you are 
my co-workers. Will you not help me? If you will not your teachers will. 
They have begun to show that spirit. I want your assistance for your sake 
and for yo11r teachers' sake as well as for the school's sake. I want it for the 
sake of the children of your county. Will you withold it? 
TO PARENTS. 
The moral and Christian tone of this institution, the buildings, the 
grounds, the apparatus, the libraries, the courses of study, the increased facul­
ty of college trained men and women, the growing school, the comforts and 
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conveniences, the an vantages for social as well as educational culture, the 
es:cellent musical opportunities which will be offered this year, the wide area 
from which our students come. the loyalty, enthusiasm, and high moral stand­
ard of the student body, their remarkable freedom from Yices of all kind, the 
location, thoroughness at which we aim in all our work, the very careful disci• 
pline, all these combine to make :\Iarshall College a place where you may send 
yoor-s011s and your daughters feeling assured th:1 t they will be jealously 
pr<?tec�ed from evil, carefully trained, and constantly guarded in all things perta: 1ling to their welfare in whate,·er way. We solicit your confidence and 
yoi'.tr'p!ttronage and promise you to spare no eff0rt within our reach to make 
yo� ��ad you committed your children to our training. 
THE INSTRUCTORS . 
. . . 
• ,1, •• Principal L. J. Corbly is a native West Virginian. He was educated in 
the common schools of Tyler couuty, at the Fairmont State Normal School, 
anil,a.t.the West Virginia Universit1 where he took bis degree. He sen·ed as 
sui>,�r_intendent of the city schools of Water Valley, Miss., two years, three .yea�� as superintendent of the Clarksburg. \V. Va , schools, after which he 
we-i�t ;broad to study in the universities of Halle, Berlin, and Jena, Germany. 
Wiiile at Berlin he was elected to his present position, July 1896. His exper­
ie;�qs teacher previously to entering college, covered a period of eight years 
in:�ht, com111011 schools and graded schools. While abroad bis post graduate 
wo�1v was iu Economics, History and Philosophy, special attention ha,·ing 
be·e.i, ,given to German and French. particularly lo the prouunciation of these 
lapJ!_ti�ges. Frequent visits were made to the village, town and city schools 
of Gc.nnany to study methods, courses of study, and the German school system 
in·g�·neral. The summer of 1899 was spent abroad also, with a dew to study 
by travel. 
l\Ir. Corhly has had an experience as instructor of !49 months. 
2. l\Irs. i-:,·erett is a nati,·c of Tennessee, but mo,·cd to Harrison county,
West Virginia, al the age of 15. She was educated at the Soule Female 
College, Murfreesboro, Tenn., and at Steubenville Seminary, 0., from which 
institution she wa� graduated. She has done quite an amount of work on her 
Ph. B. course at Chicago University, lately. Her experience in teaching has 
been exceptionally rich, having been principal of the higl, schools of Clarks. 
burg and Huntington for sixteen consecuti\'e years, in addition to other 
valuabl,:, experience. She was elected to her present position, first assistant 
in June, 1897. She will spend the summer (r901) continuing her studies at 
the University of Chic�go. She has lrnd an experience as instructor of 196 
months. 
3. Miss Hackney is a nati,·e c:,f l\Iorgantown, :\Ionongalia county, WestVirginia, and was educated in the graded  schools of her home town, at the 
Ohio Wesleyan. and at the University of \Vest Virginia where she took her· 
degree in 1893. She taught in the schools of her nati,·e couuty, in the city 
.schools of Cleveland, Ohio, and has bel<i her pre�ent position, since :\larch, 
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1895. ll1iss Hackney has done quite an amount of work toward her A. M. 
degree al the State Uni,·ersity, and at Cornell Unh-ersity, );, Y. She will 
spend part of her summer among the Rockies. She has taught 96 months. 
4. ;\liss l\IcKenctree is a native \'irginian, was educated at Bellwood 
Seminary, Ky., at the Marshall College Normal school from which she gradu· 
ated in 1892, and later studied at the State Unh·ersity. She has held her 
present position since 1894. and has taught 73 months 
5. l\lr. Reger is a nati,·e of Upshur county, West \'irginia, has had sev 
era! years' experience in the public schools of the stale, is a graduate of the 
West Virginia Conference Seminary, later of the University of West Virginia, 
and afterward taught in the Fairmont State Normal school till his transference 
to this normal by the State board of regents at the close of the fall term, 1899 
owing to requirements for additional teaching force. Mr. Reger spent the 
summer of 1899 in European travel. He bas taught 49 mouths. 
6. Mr. Simms is a native of this state, was educated in the high school
of Charl'eston, graduated from Marshall College, June 189S, and has spent one 
full year and a summer session studying in the State University. He ha� 
taught 34 months. He will study in tbe Chicago Unh·ersity this summer. 
7. :\Ir. Meredith was born, reared and educated in Virginia, though he
has taught several years in West Virginia. He did his college work in Emory 
and Henry, Va, and at our state university. He will spend his summer study­
ing in Ohio. Ile h '\S taught 1 ro months. · 
8. Mr. Morris is a nati,·e of Harrison county, \V. Va., was educated in
the common schools of his home county, at the \V. \'a., Conference Seminary 
where be graduated from both the normal and classical courses, and studied 
later at the State University where he will take his degree. He has taught ten 
terms in the common and select schools of Harrison county and two years in 
the state normal schools of \Vest Virginia, 56 months in all. 
9. l\Iiss Butcher was graduated from the Fairmont Normal, normal depart­
ment, in 1896, from the academic department of the same school in 1897, took 
her A. B. degree at the State University after three years additional study in 
19()0, and will take her A. M. degree after one more term's work. She was 
elected to her present position February, 1901. 
10. l\liss Smith's nath·e city is Richmond, \'irginia, in which city, at
Southern Female Institute,she was educated, having taken honors in French 
anJ literature. She sen·ed as principal of Georg-etown, S. C. graded schools 
from 1893 to 1895, since which date she has been first assistant in the high 
school of Huntington, W. Va., till her appointment to her present position, 
April 15, 1901. She spent the summer e>f 19:>0 at Chicago university and will 
spend the coming summer-1901--in that institution. She ltas also taken 
special work in otlter institutions. Her teaching experience covers a period 
of 78 010n ths. 
r r. Mr. Proffitt, Principal of the Business Department, is one of the most 
capable business educators in the state, and the most practical one, taking an 
active iuterest iu several business enterprises. 
12. W. A. Ripley, who gives tlte instruction in penmanship and book-
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keeping in the normal department, and has charge of these subjects in the 
business school, has been associated with Principal Proffitt in this school for 
two years. He is a penman of rare skill, and has had extensive practice in 
both bookkeeping and shorthand work. He is a graduate of two first class 
business schools and has taught several years. He is a nath·e of Fayette 
county, \V. Va. 
13. Miss l\Iary Wright a native of Virginia, (Norfolk), is a trained and 
skillful teacher of stenography, and has proven herself a very competent 
assistant in the business school. She has taught several years. 
14. ::\Iiss Feamster is a native of Gr�enbrier county, W. Va., was trained 
for her work in the College ot Music, Cincinnati, and has had the largest classes 
ever enrolled iu the music department of the school. 
15. Miss Ware is a graduate, four years course, of the celebrated Emerson 
Col!ege of Oratory, Boston, :\lass., came to her work with excellent prepara­
tion, and has proven herself a very capable instructor. She is a native of 
Cabell county, \V, Va. 
Miss Lederer, of Mason, \V. Va., a member of the senior class, 1901, 
who speaks and writes German quite fluently, bas rendered valuable assist­
ance for the past 15 months in the German classes, having carried a class in 
this subject the entire time. She had taught So months before entering 
Marshall College. 
LATER-June 30, 
The following have just been elected to our faculty: M. 1\1, Scott and Miss 
Flora Hayes. 
:\Ir. Scott is a Pennsyh-anian by birth and education till he entered Bethany 
College in 1890, from the classical course of which he graduated in 1894, and 
again in 1897, taking his second degree. He served as tutor in BethanyCollege 
and has taught 36 months in the Glenville normal of this state from which 
school he was transferred to Marshall College by thestate board at their June 
meeting, 1901. 
l\Iiss Flora Hayes comes to us with unusually strong recommendations. 
She has studied for several years constantly under very fine instructors, 
and bas graduated with exceptional honors, especially as a skilled performer 
on the piano which she has made her specialty. She is as well a college 
trained lady and brings this additional classic culture to bear upon her cul­
ture in music. Her recommendations show her to be not only the finest piano 
teacher Marshall College has ever had but a musician of rare skill and a lady 
of exceptional strength and culture. Miss Hayes proposes to grade·the work 
here, outline the courses, and prepare for graduate work in instrumental 
music. 
STATE KORMAL SCHOOL 
HOW DO MARSHALL COLLEGE STUDENTS 
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THIS is au important inquiry for young people to make who contemplate 
entering this school. We answer: Within recent years our graduates have 
entered the following colleges of higher grade, and universities: Cornell, N. 
Y., Yale University, Conn., Chicago University, Oberlin University, Ohio, 
Georgetown College, Kentucky, Washington & Lee University, Va., and West 
Virginia University. In all these the work done in Marshall College bas been 
accepted, and in two instances advanced standing has been given, eYen more 
than we asked or expected. 
.,,,, J 
W. A. SAYRE, HARTFORD, W. VA. 
Student No. 500 011 our roll the year Marshall College first reached this mark, 
-April I, 1901. 
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NECROLOGY 
Since the issuing of onr catalogue for the session of 1899-r900, two young 
ladi�s whose names appeared on our rolls for that session have withdra\vn 
foreYer from the associations of l\Jarshall College, though kind memories of 
them will linger here so long as any who knew them are connected with this 
school. 
MISS LORA LEGGETT,
After attending the spring term of the session of 1899-1900, :\liss Legget. 
returned to her home near Pullman, Ritchie county, W. Va., in the best of 
health seemingly, and in fine spirits. Within a few weeks she fell suddenly 
and severely ill of typhoid fever and lived only about 7 days. :\liss Lora 
Leggett was born April 19, 1878, and at 2 o'clock,July 11, 1900, the light of 
her pure, earnest, ambitious, christian life went out. 
MISS REBIE WOOD. 
l\liss Wood, for some time a student in :\larshall College, was compelled 
to quit her studies before the close of the session of 1899-1900, and early in the 
summer grew dangeroush• iJI of consumption which had been slowly under• 
mining her health for many months. She was born in 1883, and her 
gentle,loYing, noble life was closed at her home in Huntington, 1900. It was 
not possible to find a photograph from which an electro could be made, hence 
the omission of her photo in this connection. 
Since the opening of the session of 19oc>-1901 two Yery worthy young men 
have been stricken rlown in the midst of active and successful student careers-
THOMAS HARRIS 
Thomas Harris was born December r8, 188-1, and the thread of his promis­
ing young life was somewhat suddenly broken by an unusually severe attack 
of appendicitis, November 5, 1900, at the home of his parents in Central City, 
W. Va. 
JOHN H, STEW ART. 
l\lr. Stewart entered school at the opening of the spring term, 1901, feeling 
somewhat unwell at that time, so much so that a physician was at once con­
sulted. He grew stronger, however, and his work was exceptionally satis­
factory. In e\"ery way he gave evidence of an unusually promising student, 
especially in language. Toward the last of April he grew ill and had to with· 
draw from school. His half brother came and removed him to the hospital at 
Parkersburg where death from "Acute Bright's Disease" followed. 1\lr. Stewart 
was born July 17, 188o, and his unusually hopeful life was prematurely closed 
l\lay 5, 1901. He was buried at Hebron, Ritchie county, W. Va., near his home. 
It \\'.BS not possible to find a photograph from which an electro for this 
catalogue could be made. So high was the esteem in which he was held by 
his fellow students at his boarding club, and so thoughtful and respectful 
were they of a deceased member that crape was worn by each for a season in 
memory of the sad eyent. 
----------
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STUDENTS' NAMES 
NORMAL AND ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS. 
llaktr, Jennie (1h00) Burgess. Fonnie (l�'-!I) Cocke, Rebekn h (IIJ!Xl) 
Chambers. noyd Chase. Florence llavies. Althea oa,·ie-.;, Effie Davi . Comer Davi.c., Benj. 
nakrr, Xannie Bayliss, Garuet Bayli•s, )label Rowman. Tacy 
�f��C�\�1ll:'ridt Cole, Herbert Crider, llaiie Ixrhr�hire. 'Minnie I>ooliule. A 11 llll lJoolittle, Clyde 
. "-<lams, Frances \her n, :,1ary .�r<htr. Clara A•h..-orth, Et�el .�lderson, Ernleoa ,Al!lerson, Zeln An�er•ou, E. J. Ault. Leotis Baker. Daisy Baer, Teekln Hanks1 Katharine Banks, Mary ll<rry. )lary Bt--. Laura Bi,hop. :\laude Blanchard, �1ary Bu .. h. Blanche Burk<, Helen Ball, Blema Bnn'-ide, Lizzie BUrn, Adrienne Burn.;. Ani� Bailey, Dora Belle Baldwin, Lucile Blarney, )larioo A. Bail<)", Carl Baker, John Bonham, \\'illic Burn• James BannL-ttcr, Sentz. Bonner, H. R. Beal(le, Alden Carpenter, Mary 
GRADUATE STUDENTS. 
Cockeluuis, (1!!00) . Doolittle, )laud (Hl(lO) Eiseuman,Clnra (l�"llo) 
!lay, Addie (l'i88) Roe, l!lanche ( !Ii()()) Saunders. F-;dith (ll(IO) 
Skeer, Lulu (1"911) Thornburg, Frances (1800) 
SENIORS 1901 
Edens 1 LillieKautz. \\", C. Kerr, C. \\', 
El!eer�/''f �i�;:' Lowlher1 Loujse 
I ,yons, Joseph:'\{nrcnm. Koy l\tatics, C. n. )latic•, II I,. Osborne, Romeo . Richmoud, Ernest: 
Simms, Hnrry Snell. )la)"helle �teinbach, llenha Stewan, 1. I-'. Smith, r:mmett Wertz, Mayme 
JUNIORS 1901 
Donnldsou, Dwight Dougher. L. E. En.tow, Sadie Garrison. J. D. Gibsou1 FrancesGihi,on 1 James Hager. Lulu Hambleton. GraceH arper, S. J. lngram, Dora Kee1,ee, J. R. 
Mahan, Jennie Sayre, W. A :\tnnpin, Pearl Scarff, Dorn )lcCalhster, Anna Shepherd, \'ergie �tcClintock. Laura �mith, I.�ui� :\1cKendrte, George A nnaSem,eny, Nelle J>age, :-lighhert Steed, R. D. Pettry, B._.L. Thompson, Marguerite Phelps, \"tctor Trent, W \\'. Rece, \'ir�nia. \Vall, Florence Reese, N.11Jn \Villinms, Cecil Rowan, Bessie Wright. Mollie 
FIRST AND SECOND YEAR. 
Freeman, B1auche Feint. )label Field,. Rachel Fordyce, 0. 0. Garlanrl, Josie Gast Anna Gibson. Anna Gladstone, \"ergie Gaujot, Clothi!de Grass. Margery Griffith, Ah·n Garland. Sargie Garred.George Gillespie. Edgar Gillett, Hower Gillett, R. R. Gi,·eus1 A. D. Godby, M. \". llaf,an. Beulah Ha1l, E.,_� Harper, Katie Hawkins, Nannie Hereford, �argn rel HoJc\crh)'i Emma Holderby, Isa Holderby, Sadie Holderbv, "'i11iemae Hollon, 'Lettie Hall Lulu Hamilton, Ida Hickel, Corda llogseltc, Myrtle Hughes, Mary J 
)lillcr, )lary )liller, Eddtth )tiller, Din nchc )It lier, Rosa l\lilchell, �tovme )lohkr, Edith ::\torton, Joanna )ledford. Clara )torri!,, Je��ic ::\lorri.,., )tarie llloore, Lily )lcCalli.ster, Anua V.)lcCal!bltr, Mary )lcLB:u�hlin, )lary :'\Ic\\'1lhams. Gratm :'\lcLou,::-hin, Lou �tcClung, Prudence)Iclnto�h. Carrie )lcCormick1 )Jay :\1orri1'1, Effie )!oran, Clara ;\loore, l\lnggie l\taunon, Homer )tagee, Emerson)larcum, Hal )teadows 1 Azel J\•leadows, O. R. :\lootz. I-:dwnrd :'-lidkiJT, Clarence �taynnrd, Landon)!orris. F. E. l\fcClaue, Erskine)lcClurc, Otto 
Ruden, J. n . Kiitgs, Cnl<lwcll Sawyers, JJ'on1iei Snrver, Alic� !-:ihumons, Shirley bimpson, mnnde Smith, Maude Smith, Loui1o:e Southworth. Anna Ste,·ers1 )lnhel Sullinits, Blanche Shi1111 1 Cora Stone, l\Jah�I Simmons, )tatlie Simmons. Julia Simmonc:, l,ona 
�f;·;o:,t't�;n Summers. Lil\'. l'ehon. DouglasScolt, llowarcl Sikes, Jlerhert Smith. Wyatt SOmen--ille, Chas. SOuthworh, Oley Stoffel Everett Summers, :Edw. V. Stansill, C. D. Smith, H.F. •Ste,";rart, John ll. 1'nfts, Mary Turner, Pnucess Toney, Mamie 
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Carr, I.coin Conner, J. !,. Canterbury, J.. D. Crawford. 1 .. 1l1ia11 Creel, l❖lith Crook .... Anna Curry, \da Clay, Crace Chamber'i, Heleu Chaf111, Esther Coon, Cephin Cheu,·rout, Cora Chittum, nlauche Caldwell. (:eorge -Chapman, Ottis Cox, John Cox, k. W. -Cotkill, Howard .Crher, Cnrroll Curry, 11. 0. Chambers, O. C. Casto, E. A Da,·i"4, Frances Dixon, Sadie Donnelly, Julia Doolillle, Chloe Doolilllt, Hdna Doyle. )!ary Dil�, Innis Dickerson, Cruce Dodge, Addie Dun,kle. )laggie Davh, llenry Diehl Henry Dodge, Raymond Drummond. \Valdo Dwyer, Malley Deeds. A. C. Dickens, U. S. Eitglcson, Forrest H\·;.u,-., Gertrudt: E\'nn"', Ro!'!C Emmous, ne�-;ic Hlli,, Roscoe ,En.;low. \Viti b:. E,tcp. \t. A. Folt"y, Be�i;ic Fontoiue1 [mogcne 
AJ)l><:rson, lllrs. E. U. Adkins, Asa llrake, Delia Booth, Gertrude Dritucer, JI. 0. llrinker, O. G. Jliederman, Ella Barr, James Bullock, 0. F. Ch1ttfield, D. E. Clay, Cleo Cox, Mabel G. Chambers, F'rn.nk Chn111bers Georgia E. Chambers, 7,ella Ca,·eudish, Harry A. Cavendish, I'. T. Chittum, Dlanche Cornwell. Nora Delle Childres, Ida Crawford, A lice Cprnwell, �lnhel Canterbury, J.B. Cox, R. W. J)ic)<c.y, W. R. 
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Hughe,, Nellie 1 lan·ev, Ct!rtructe Hall, bcsclm •Harris, 'l'homa-. llawkiu'li, Fred ll'>l{"'llc. C. H HufTmnu. Carl llnfTman, :\lout Humphrc.:y�. Oricu H.Iligg111s, Chas. F. Hatfield. t'INcher Holt. Homer E. Hagcu, Huyard Holton, t' H. Hickman, Ja5. )t Harvey, J. \\'. ller\rick, C C. I £u11Ler, A. L. Hnmilton, Rolla Hu<ldle,ton, C. C Hill, L. 0 Irwin, Delia Jenkin:,,, Carrie Jones, Pearle Jenkins, Rrnesl Johnson, Percy JOIIC3, Ky1e Ju•tice, John Johnson, J. L. Jones, Beverly Jo11es, Dennie Kan<Yle. Hilda Ki'illr, Gertrude Kinsey, Jean H Knnode, :"\frs. Gmc� Koontz, George Koontz, Beu Ko ntz. Carlton Koontz, Lewis Keii,lCr. Hollie Leete. Grace Lowry, Be--o;ie J*ewb. Arvilla l�ug,ir, Viola f,oouey, Hurry Lu n-;ford, Frtcl )1.lnsfield, Nellie Mn-,�ie, Ida 
1'lc\\.'i1liamo;, Che .tc:r )tcCalli--tcr. Cla\'tOn l\lcCrttr), H. )I )lcCarthy. Joseµh n l\lcQ11cc11, George )lcCoy, R. H. :'\I tadow ... Estel It" \l�adow ,;, Ro--coc Null. Josephine r-.;'orton. l•:ugene Xkkell, R D. Xewhnrl. L. W. Osgood, lcln O\'er�lrect. :\1ag_gic Osborne, II. C. Jr Osburn. I,. W. Orr, Rohl, M. Palmer, Mary Parsous,'Mnry Point. F'lhel Pool. \'irginia Par:,011s. Edna Poage Blanche Pettry. Ida 0. Plybou, Lizzie Parsonq, I,uci1c JJeunington, Gordon Pan,on"', Carroll Pritchard, Carl Priestley. A. Q. Poffenharger, R. A. Pnrish, I lomer Plyhon. Walter Parker, Errie Plnnale, J. C. II Pribble, Ida Plymale, Ada Rece, Lena Ritchie, Lizzie Housey, Flossie Rowan, :\lattie Rucker, Willie Kueker, Margie Rucker, \Vawa Reitz. Chas. Richmond, F-'red Rogers, Hector Rousey, Filzh ugh 
Taylor. Clarence Ta\"lor. Claude Toi-rnnce. And�w Turner. Ma:,011 Toney, PE Thomns, T. C. Thomp"On. \\', E. \"nnUihl�r C:yru.., \Valkin,hnw, )tarion \\"alki11..,haw, E\'a \\'1111. Inez \\'arnock, Haidtt \\'ashi11gton, An·illa \Vell�, l,uur \\'ile_y, Inez \\'are. Manie \\'ells. Ema w,·sor, Ruth \\'ash, Hallie \\'ile"i, �ta,• \\'ash, Addie \\'ehh, Lona \\'entz, cdith \\'or�ham, Katie \\"illiam°', I.,i11ir Walker, Claude Warth, A. L. Waugh, Raplh \\'lute. )lillard White. Ambro,e Wiley Floyd \\'ile>•• Roscoe \\'ilhoms, Chn., \\'illiams. Edwin \\"illia111c;:, Sidne>· \\'yall, Wortham \\'ysor, Fred \\"a..,hington, \\'. C. \\'orkman, Seigel Walker, T. E. Well<, l,. W. \\'hale,·. H. \\' White,-!£. E. Wriston, E. :S 
•Deceased. 
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT. 
Gothard, Nona Grimes, Vergie Humphreys, Mabel lliuebaugl11 Agne.-, Jloherle, Carl 1le,lrick, Nannie llorn, Sadie Hensley, J.B. Holton, Forbes jr. Hoinor. [... i\l. Higgins, Chas. Hobtein, Tt. H. H u<ldlcston, c. C. Jones, Beverly Jones. Sllllie Johnson, \V, A. Kenny, Aunie M Koontz, Ue11jami11 Kautz, W. C. 6'ooutz, [,ewis LeSage. Ethel J,owwill, II ugh S. J,nllance, J,ollie Lallance. )I. F. l,ayne, Mn,, Maggi" S. 
J\laCarthy. Joseph B. :\toore. Samuel )1cConnick, Fred R. Morton, Joanna Moran. D. T. J\lc\\'illiams, C. D. Mnyuard, r""andot? Motte, Leenah :llovberry, W. H. Neel. Rudd T. ?\ash. Edna R ISelT, 0. R. Ollom, Olive Oppenheim, Reida l'rose, Brook l'otts. II. L. Porter. Carrie Proctor, I •. G. rfouts, Corn J,ee Proffitt, Mrs. \Vinnie Poffenbagcr, R. A. Parsons, J,ucilc Quinn. Ola Quinn, :Xora Kueker, Htla 
Stoa n. Pearl C. Smith Fritz Manley. Anhur Smith, J-:Srl Scarff, Clayton Seemri r., \'a nee Smith, Harry Smith, J,. G. Steinbach Bertha Schreiber.' Edson\\' Sawyers, Fornie Smith. H. �I. Stewart, Ora �lrachnn, Ben. P. Sanford, Evefette !>earls, )lary Trimmer, Stella Templeton, Chas F. Thomburl{, Lenore Toney, F. X. Thompson, Lyda Turner, 1\1. A. \Vorkman, Blanch ,,·atkcr, Jessie Ward, Robt. jr 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
Dean, Con,, 
Davis, 
E"a us, Chas. E. 
Er-kine. Erank 
.Eisenman, A.G. 
Eclwnrcls, C. Fred 
Feeley, Minnie 
Foley, )Jayme 
Floyd,R. C. 
Lh·cly. C. W. 
Lombard, Roy J. 
Mc...:ue, Emma 
:'\lcl,aughlin, :'\tory 
)lcClurc, Talbol 
�� ��.1 .. �--
)lcClure, Ethel 
:\tnnnon, Bernie 
Ruc.sell, Fred�. 
RamSC), J. G. 
H.ohinsou, Htr11ie 
Richard'"iOn, George 
Rucker, J. Wawa 
t�ti��,:\!r1 L. 
Ripley, J,ina 
Snyre, Samuel B 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT. 
Gai;t, Anna Titus, Sadie 
Archer, Clara Da,.ies, Edith 
Kis.ar, Gertrude Cloy, Groce 
Mohler, Edith Wells, l,aur 
PIANO. 
:\(cKendree, George AunaTompkins, lreuc 
Morton, Joo.11110 Bahks, :'\tary 
Darling, Grace 
\\'are Mauie 
S.,hon, Douglas 
Stafford. l,uro 
Morris, Jessie 
Morris, )tarie 
!\!orris Effie 
Alderso11 1 Lena 
Linrlsey, :-.ellie Bowman, Tacy 
:\lcCalh:,ler, Anna R Baldwin. J,ucile 
Bayless, )label 
Mcl,aughlin, )Iary 
Baker, John 
Bayless,Gar11et 
�,·e, l.ouis 
Baker, Dab,· 
Baldwin, 1,ticite 
\\•itcs,Xickati 
Crooks. Loura 
Moore, Moggie 
GUITAR. 
!\!orris, Effie 
Alderson Lena 
Thompson Marguerite 
MANDOLIN. 
Rucker, Margi• 
\\'ooten. t:re1l S 
\\'illiams. �dwiu 
Wylie, o. n. jr. 
,v1tson, .)I c 
Wysor, Jas. )I. 
\Vebh, l,eona 
\\'illiamqou, .F.)l 
\\Tell.,• Je,-,ic 
\Veidcr. D. F. 
\\'ellingtou, Jeannie 
Riggs, Caldwell 
O!'>borne, Romeo 
Rucker, \\Tillie 
Rucker, \\'awa 
St,·y, Ida 
McClung Prudence 
Thomp...011, J..hla 
�lohler, Edith 
ORATORY AND PHYSICAL CULTURE. 
Burns, Adrienne 
Wall, Inez 
Holderb), Emma 
Dougher, I,. E. 
Isabel. Diamoud 
�1iaer, Florence 
Rowan, Mottie 
Doyle, Mary 
l,<,ete, Groce 
Skeer, 1,ulu 
Hinkle Acla 
Hall, Katie 
Christy Ethel 
B..'lker, Mr"l. MaUie 
Marcum Roy 
\Vnre, Mada 
bwann. Mrs. Frauk 
1,Q,·ell. Mrs, H. T 
'I'homas, Mrs. A. C. 
Isabel. Lillian 
\'in"-On, Mnude 
Feamster, Dais.) 
Deeds, A. C. 
Kis...1.r. Gertrude 
Moore, Miss 
Simmou.s. Mi',,S 
llogselle, Myrtk 
J,nyne, Mrs. Maµ-gie 
'fhomp',On, I,idn 
Alclerson. Zela 
Mitchell Mayme 
Trent, W.W. 
Hamilton. Ida 
Gibson ,Anna 
Doolittle Ednn 
Hawkins. Nannie 
Total Number Sturlents Enrolled in all Departments .• 
:'\umber Counted More tnan Once . . . . ..... , ..•• 
Total :-.umber Different Student• Enrolled. 
Myers, Clara 
llamilton. Rolla 
Kautz, \V. C 
Westfall, Re\', 
Kyger, Wm. C 
Thompson. Marguerite 
C.odby, M. Y. 
Mntics, H L. 
Chase. Florence
llona1dson, Owighl 
• ......... . 5;3:J 
.. 
THE MARSHALL COLLEGE 
ALUMNI. 
CLASS OF 187()-FOUR. Cather. Hila E .. \!rs. Fletcher, SL Paul, Xeb. Crooks, E. \V., Belleville, \V. Va. \farshal: T. Marcellus, Glenville, w. \'a. Wilson, \V. E., Providence, R. l. CLASS OF lb71-NIKE. Atkinson, Ella R. �!rs. Mick. Charleston, W. \'a. "'Beane,\\', Belle, Si.sters,·ille-. \V. \"a. lhnkle, J. R., Ml. Freedon. W, Va, J,eary, S. n., Parkersburg, \V, Va. fllason, Nannie J., Mrs. Hollnud, Clifton,�\V. Yo. 
Pierpont, Julia, t\Tr5t. Crooks. Ricketts. E. S. physician, Cincinnati, Ohio. Taylor, Kale E .. � rs. Ring, Ashland, KJ·· Triplett, Sarah S., 1\lrs. Bagley, Ashlan , Ky. CLASS OF 1Si'2-ELE\'EN. Ayres, nnenos, lawyer, Broken no,v, Neb., Duling, \Vi11ie A"' turs. Caulerberry, l\.nlden \V. F.ib. � rs. ,Lucy. Neff. Ella E., MrA. Mitchell, Caldwell, Idaho. Va.Parsons, Albert S., clergyman. Oriville, California. Philips, Robert T., Lynchburg, Ya. l'isher, Wi11iam. Gallipolis, Ohio. Holt. Lonn, teacher, Ceredo, W. Va. llu..x.ham, Lizzie, A. rs. Dixon, Central City, W. Va. Prichard, James Ill. Re you Ids, Charles, J. Procton•ille, Ohio. CLASS OF lh78-XOXE. CLASS OF 1<;'74-NINE. nlair, S. C. has taught since graduation. llryan, Thomas)., lawyer1 Jluntiugtou, \\". Va. l>oolittle. Edward S., Judge, Hnnttngton, W. \'a. Ifill, Geo. \Y., farmer. Ste\'ens. \V. ,·a. onkes, Adelia, Mrs. \Vagner, Ironton, Ohio. 
Oakes, Ceo. \V. Huutinp;ton._ *Peck, C. \1, \Vhitc's "' ills, \V. \'a. •Poor, Elias K .�lud Ridge. W.\'a. Reip, David \V. merchant, \Velch Glade, \\'. \'a. CLASS 011 167o-FOURTJ::EN. \hboll, llnllie, �!rs. Forsinger, Chicago, rn. l\lallory. \'icloria, Mrs. l,yons, Huntington, w. \'L Cheesemnn. r.ewis, Allooua, Pa. McGuire, Lewis A., Jackson county, \V, \'a. <�allaher, Ella M. 1tlrlili. Holswode,Huntington,W.Va.Milchell, Faunie, lfrs. Peunypncker, Huntington. Johusou, Emma, Mrs. Wood, Central City. W. \'a. Poage. Bayless, Huntington, W. \'a. Johnsora. \1ary1 �1rs. Day. Huutir.gtou, \V. ,·a. l'oajle, Auna, Mrs. Shelton. Huntington. "1• ,·a Kuapp, George W., attorney, I,eon, W. Va. Ritchie,� arv, Hanging Rock1 O. Lnirlley, a.ary, Mrs. Che,vuiug, teacher, San Diego,Switzer, Ru(us, lawyer, Huntington, \V, Va. Cal. CL.-1.SS OF l'l76-FIFTEEN. Agee. Jo-eph B .. Minneapolis. Minn. Adkins. Uerthol<l, merchant, Huntington, ,v. Va . ...:nrr. Mary, Mr&. Fitzhugh, Bay City, a.deb. Chee-;emnn, Mirinm, Coving:tou, Ky. c;w--inn. O�thi;ueil .E .• Hunt.1ng,on, \V. Ya. Hill, Charles, Sewell. W. Va. Hnxham, l�ottie, Mrs. l[alleu, Kenova, \V. Yo., l11ghaw 1 A.iaggic, Mrs. Titus, Huntington, ,v. Vn. 
J,ynch, Isaac JI., lawyer, Speneer, w. \'a. Peyton, Sallie, Prin. liufTiugton School, Huutingtou. 
\V. Va. Peyton, Yirginin. �rs. Rickett,;;, Huntington, w. \'a. Poasre, Alberta, Huntington, \V. \'a. Shelton, Joseph R., Huntingtou, W. Va. Thornhurg,Charles L. Prof.,C. J::. Lehigh t;oiversity. \VyRtt, S. "Prichard, teacher, �lossy, \V. Va. CLASS OP JSi7-POt:RTEE::-I. Adams, Kate, Mrs. Chnse, Alston, Mnss. "'assiliolt, Flora �f. · ..\ulL'i. Solomon E. Pevlon, T. West. lawyer, Huntington, \V. Ya. ·Broadhurst, Alice M. Quick, John E. •cuuniugham, Frank, Huntington. \\·. Ya. Rosson, �ellie, Mrs. Shott. Phoenix, Arizona. •Campbell. Helen M. Shore, Ella M.Mrs.Cunningham,Huutington, W. ra.Harrow, Vir_g:inia F., Mrs. Downey, Anstead, \V. Va.�mith, Ang-ie. ft'lrs. �ahoue, Charleston, \V. Va. lludkius, \V1llia111 E. Stewart, ,·1ola, teacher, Guyandottc, \V, Va, 
�l!tGS OF Cnh·in, Li zie D., Ceredo. �- Va. .Enslow, I inn B. clerk, Ric nond. '\ Jeter. Wi ie R .. �trs. Bowli g, Covin on, Ky. Johnson, Charles F.,-Supt. Schools, "hermnn )lairs, Adam •r., Physician, Sistersv},w. Va. Neb 
JU,8 ]81811't� N. Allen, Tins M., Druggist, Pian<\ Oregon. Oont'lla1 ma D., 1rse, ::-.:ew 'ork City. Gallaher, illie R,,!rs. Oney, ntingtoo, W. \"a . Co.Gilli.spic. rge L., ditor, Hau cy, \V. Va. Harper, T'. omas S.Harrold Charles B., untington V. Va. 
---· 
•

STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
CLASS OF 1878-EIGHT. 
Calvin, Lizzie B.1 Ceredo, W. Va. :'.tnirs, Adnm T., Puysiciau, Sistersville, ,v. Va. Enslow, Lino B .• clerk. Richmond, Va. .\lcCutcheon, Walter S .. tencher. Clifty. W. \'a. Jeter, \Villie M., Mrs. Bowling. Covington, Ky. Simms, Cora A., Mrs. Kirttey1 Sc:_nry. \V. Vn. Johnson, Charles F., Supt. Schools, Sherman, �eh.Warth, Lou :It., :llrs. Douglas, \\ 11low Grove, W. Va 
CLASS OF 1870-TEN. 
Abbott, )tay L., Mrs. Ensign, Huntington, W. Va. Harper, Thomas S. Allen, Thomas M., Druggist, Portland. Oregon. Harrold Charles B., Huntingum, \\", Va. Donella, Emma D., nurse, New York City. Kee,·er. L. Frauds, Bellville, \V. \'a. Gallaber, Willie R., )lrs. Oney, Huntington, W. Va.� cCullough, George L .. Mrs. Harrold, Huntington Gi11ispie, George L., Editor, Handley, ,v. Va. McGiunis, Je1lnie, .1.\lrs, Stewnrt 1 Guyandotte, \V. Va. 
CLASS OF l!JSO-FIFTEEN. 
*Aultz, Adam E •Higgins, Lou L. •lleuhring, Henry H. Hubbard, Thos. H. B. Jkuhring, Mary, Mrs. Da\'iS, Huntington. \\. Ya. ::\JcGinuis, Maggie F., :\' rs . .H�ale. Guyandotle, ,v. Ya. Beuhring, V. E .. Mrs. Hawkins, lluntiugton. \V. Va Peyton. F. Ora, .:\'lrs. Beuhrinl(, ltuntiuglon. \V. Vn. Bond, Friend, Clerk. T. & S. f'. R. R. Topeka, Kas.Ramsey, William H., Agent C. & 0. Ry. Handley, Cunningham, Geo. F., lawyer Spencer,"'· Va. Thornburg, Addie 1\1. Huntington. \V. Va. Eu!ilow, A. Blanche, teacher c.ity schools, Huntiug-Trice, Jennie :\t. :Urs. Kolfe, Hu11tingto11, \V. \ra. ton, \V. \"a. Wilcoxen, Julia F. teacher city schools, Huutington, 
CLASS OF lS�l-NO::-IE. 
CLASS OF ls.'<:l-FOUR. 
Adkin.!t._,A.n11ic C., :\Irs. Johnson, H untington, \V, Va.R:eece, \Villiam S., phv�ician, Putn_::un county, \V. Va. Mccomas, Geo. J. Lawyer, Huntington, \V. Va. Sikes, Ida AL� rs. John.:::011. Huntmgton, \V. Va. 
CLASS OF 181-!J-f'Ol'.R. •neuhriug. Fred A. Thornburg. Victoria, "'-' rs. Or. Vickers. Huntington, Steele, Lillian L., Mrs. Frnnk Trotter, Buckhannon,C'nt--eM, Cora E. �!rs. Johnson, l)droit, Michigan. 
CLASS OF 1"81-EIGHT. 
B«kle_y, John H., teacher, Dickson, ,vayne W. Va.Lesage, Isaac R. pbysician. Huulingtou, W. \"a. Bcuhnng, Lee D .. letter carrier, Huntington. \V, Va 1Looney, John \V. Loouey\·ille, \V. Va. Beuhrlug, Nora B. Mn,. Ha,i.,ldns. Lancaster, X. Y.Shanuon, :\trs. 1\1. L ,  teacher, \Vhites Creek. ,v. Va. Hayslip, Ruby K., Guyaudotte, \V. Va. Stephen sou, Ella, !\J rs. Johnsou, Detroit1 1\J ichigan. 
CLASS O Sbo-EIGHT. 
Bar;e. \fattic, Mrs. Williamson, Charleston, W. Va.Hayslip, Okey K .. Hnutiagton, \V. Vn. Cammack, L. H. Huntington, w. Va. Lalllley. Theodore. Orange, California. Duffy, Anna, Mrs. Peoples, ,¥emphi�. Tenn. Dcl,a\1ghlin, Maggie, Mrs. \VooJworth, Huntington. Gallaher, Sallie, teacher city schools, Huntiugton.Prickett, C. M.1 druggist, New York. 
CLASS OF 1886-FlFTEEN. 
Peckelt11 0. F. I,., Mt. Savage, Ky. Love, Charley, ITuntingtou, \V. Vn. Burdette, F. L .. principal public schools, Clarksburg.)lcLaughliu, Hattie, '.\!rs. Newman, Huutingtou. Carroll, Mamie, teacher, Guyandotte, "7• Va. Morris, Fred, la\',,-yer, Hamlin, \V. Va. Davis, Anna, Huntington, ,v, Va. Remmele, Lulu, :\trs. Huff, Huutiugtoa, W. Ya. •Eggers, John. Sedenger, Harry, Guyandolte, W. Ya. Flowers, Edgar, Guynndotte, W. Va. Wallace, Lulu, Williamsville, W. ,·a. Lallance, Anna, Mrs. Cuppett, Iquique, Chili. \Vellruan, Lulu, )trs. )tossmau, Huntington, W. Va. •�ve, Anna, Mrs. I,ove, tuilto111 i.v. Va. 
CLASS OF l&.'7-SIX. 
)tiller, Leoon, teacher city schools, Huntington \V. Va*Thorntou, Amy, ?t-.trs. Harris 
�e�ce, F,an!' S .. New York City. Thornburg, J. Uan•ey, Huntington, w. Vn. Sru1lh, Lmu1e, )!rs. W1gal, Guyandott tE', W. Wa. Wright,. Ada, Mrs. Poage, liuutingtou, w. Va. 
CLASS OF 18S',--TWELVE. 
:eardslcy,_l,o!a, Mrs. Northcott, �untington, _,v. Va.Hennen, Samuel, mechanic, Cuyaudotte, w. va. Boyer, Mmnte D., �frs. Hulch!nsou, Hunllugton,Huusaker. Oli\'e M., Macon, Ga. Burks, Ida L. '.\frs. Wilson, Huntington W. Va. '.\lcDade, Georgia, Baltimore, Md. Goff, J. L. J., merchant, Glen Elk, W. Va. l\fitchell, Demma, Mr�. Nichols, Huntiugton, ,v. \'a. Grogan, J;:ugene. . . Vaughn, Kale, l\lrs. Harris, Selma, Alabama. Hay, Addie, teacher city schools 1 Hunt.1ngton1 W. Va. \\7ilcoxeu, Hattie, Huntington, \V. Va. 
THE MARSHALL COLLEGE 
CLASS OF lb'lll.-NINE. 
Adkins, Nancy, teacher, city schools. Huntington,!\fartin, Pearl, Charleston, \V. Ya. Burgess, Faunie C. principal Holderby school, Huut-)tyers. Mary L. teacher. city scb'lO� Huntington. 1ugtou 1 W. Va. Rtlz, Harro!d. A .. , lawyer. Bluefield, w. \·a. 9'rus, IV. E. bookkeeper, Central City, W. va. Shelton, Stella �I .. Mrs. Southworth, Huntington. Knight, Irma, Mr�. R. L. Archer, Huntington, W. Va.Shirkey, Leslie. teacher, Sissouville, "'· \'a. 
CLASS OF 1800-SIX 
Burks, �lary C., teach�r Academy of music. Wil!ion, \Villis L., county survevor, Ceredo, W. \'a Freeman, Alice. teacher cito, schools, Huutington.\Vyntt, Halhe J .• Mrs, Washlugtou, Huntington Talley, Cora M. teacher city schools, Huntiuglou, \Vyatt, Mallie B., )1 rs. \Villiams, Beswick, Pa. 
CI,ASS OF 1891-SEVEN. 
Eu�low, J.M. farmer, Huntington, W. Va. Staley, Sybil. teacher city schools, Huntington, W.l'a Knight, Ruby R., assistaut teacher in �tontgomeryTauber, Auna, Guyandotte, \V, \'a. Preparatory school. Ware, Nellie, Mrs. Murrill, Hnutington, W. Va. Rymer, A. L., Co., Superintendent, Putnam Co. Ware, Su«:, l\frs. H. T. Lovett, Hunttngton, W. \'a. 
CLASS OF 1802-Eight. 
-Ellis, Lottie, '.llrs. Wallis, Den Lomond, W. Va. Middleton, J. E. Charleston W. Va. Isbell, Lillian C. teacher city schools, Huntinj(ton.Peters, f ..rank �L Iaeger, \V. \"a, McKendree, Mary, assistant teacher Marshall Co)legeVinson, Maud teacher city schools, Huntiugton. Mccurdy. Azel1 Huntington, \V. Va. \Va.re, Kate B., Huntington, \.V. Va. 
CLASS 01' 180:.l-TE:-. 
Adkins, Vadah, teacher, Huntington, \V. Va. Morris Gertrude, teacher at Milton, We:Sl \'a. Booten. \Villiam T., \Vayne W. Va. Schtnauch, Anna L.1 Huntington ,v. Ya. I>a,·is, Leon 111.. clerk:, Wayne, W. Va. Smith. Eddie D .. Procton·ille, Ohio. Delabar, Carrie M., Huntington, \V. Va. Summers. Webster S .• teacher )1ason county W. \'-1. Mitchell Maud S., o1 rs. Dudley, Huntington, W. Va. Wyatt. 00.arion, teacher city schools, Huntington 
CLAS3 OF ISOJ--FIVE. 
Baker, Anna, teacher. Guyandottc, \V. Va. Graham, Laura, teacher Cenlrnl City, ,v. Va. Northup, L\'J amie Charlesto11 1 \V. Va. 
Robertson. Lillian. teacher Logan, W. ,·a. Southworth, Nettie, t.Urs. Points, Huntington,\\'. \'a.. 
CLASS OF' 1Sll5-SEVEX. 
Adkins, Ceres, teacher city schools, Huntiugtou. Eisewuann, Clara. teacher city schoois, Huntington. llaker, Mamie, ?ttrs. Adams, Central City, \V. Va. Peterson, Florence, Mrs. Brooks, Drooklyu, N. \', Childress, Enuna, Huntington, ,v. Va. Wallace1 Daisy, Spencer, \V. Va. Davies, Stella, teacher city schools, Huntiugtou. 
CLASS OF 1896--SEVENTEE::,.'. 
Agnew, )iartha, Mrs. P..akiu, Huntington, W. Va. Pollock, Margaret, Huntington, W, Va. Dixon, J. C., teacher, Wayne county, \V. Va. Ramsey, Lelia, Mrs. 1\tcDauald, Va. Dixon. E. E. teacher, Wayne connty, \V. av. Rousey, Lulu, teacher, Huntiugton, W. Va. Hagau.1 Dora teacher cily schools, Hunliugtou1 \V. Va,Smith, C. H. Huntingtou, \V. Va. Hinkle, ,P. A., teacher. Smith, ,v. W., student West Virginia Uui"ersity. McDowell, Rosa, Hnutingtou, W. Va. Stout, Pernie, teacher Ripley, W. Va. 1\Ioore Elilzabeth, teacher city schools, Hunting1on. Wertz, Edna, student W. ,·a. University. Nonon, Eugenia. teA.cher citY. schools. Wilson, Grace, teacher Central City ,v. ,·a. Peterson, Grace, teacher, Ph1lppiue Islands. 
CLASS OF 1897-NINETEEN. 
Aten, L. G,i civil engineer, Letart, \V. Va. Lewis, l\f. C., teacher, Beech Hill, ,v. \"a. Bourne. Julian, student iu Paris. Lily, Mary, Huntingtou,\V. Va. Castor, Laura, teacher city schools Hun_lington. Lindsay, Nellie, teacher, Guyandotte1 \V.\"a. Chapman, I.,aunn, teacher, Hurricane, W. Va. Loving, Beulah, Mrs. Hank, Hiuton, \V. ,·a: Chnslian, Lulu, Huntington, \V. Va. ,-..ce1ung1 C. v., teacher, Hurricane, \V. Ya. Cooper, P. W. student in the W. Va. University. �lcClung, Cary, teacher, Rupert, W.Ya. Deitz, Henry, Palestine, Texas. Saunders, Lucy, teacher, Chase City, Va. Fitzgerald, J. A. student, Georgetown. Ky, Shepherd, Cora, teacher city schools, Hunlingtoa. Fleshman, K F. Supt. city schools, Hinton, W. Ya.Stitzer, Viola, Clarksburg. W. Va . 
. Johnston, Maud, teacher, Central City. W. Va. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
CI,ASS OF 1898-TWELVE. 
Carpenter, Mo.rt.ha, Mr�. !\liller, Huut:ugton, W. Va.Miller, C�1i11a1 Barboursdlle, W. \'a. Derbyshire, Charles, teaC"ber1 Philippine islands, Patters>n. Earle1 Cheeseman, Colorado. Eai,ley, Prances, teacher, Blueffetd, \V. Va. Polls, Emma, sturlent \V, Va. Uuversity. Gibbs, Bertha, teacher in Kansas. Prose, Brook, Huntington, \V. Va. Hitt. Ottie, teacher in Ohio. Simms, H. 1\1., teacher. Marshall College. Marrs, Leola, teacher, city schools, Huntington.Strachan, Anna, Huntington, W. Va. 
CLASS OF 1890--ELEVE�. 
Adkins, Asa, teacher, Huntington. W, Va. Peters, Viola, teacher Dluefield, W. Va. Baker, Jennie, teacher, Central City. Sayre, l\'I. I,. teacher, E,·aus, \V. \"a, Gosling, L,cnore, New Martinsville, \V. Va. Sl.yre, T. J. teacher, Hartford, \V. Va. GotshS:11, Alice, student Oberlin Unh1ersity, Ohio. Skeer, Lulu graduate studenl 1\1:arshall college, M.:Cliutock. Emma. teacher city schools. Huoliugton, W. \·a. Norton, Mary, teacher C'ity schools, Huntington.Thornburg, Frances, teacher, Central City, ,v, Ya. 
CLASS OF 1900-TWENTY. 
Bossinger, E. !,., student Cornell Uni•·ersity. Osgood, Nellie, teacher city schools Huntingtou. Cocke, Rebekah, teacher Guyandotte, W. Va. Pabody, Earl, Huntington, W Ya. Cocke, lunis. graduate stud�nt l\larsball College. Parsons, Delos. student W. Va. University. Doolittle, Maud. graduate studeut Marshall College.Patterson, Nelle, Mrs. H. M. Simms, Huntinglon, Greeu, Lalia Hutiagtou, W. Va. Roe, Blanche, graduate student Marshall College. Hagan, Maude, teacher city schools Huutington. Saunders, Edith, teacher, Central City, W. \'a, Hill. L.B., Prin. Sc.hoot,, Guyandotte, \V. Va. Smith, Anna, teacher, St. M.ary's1 1 \V. Va. Henley, L. S., teacher, Fayettv"ille,W. Va. Strain, Hassie, teacher, Kanawha Co., W. Va McCliutock, Mnbel, teacher city schools,1-[untington/faylor, D. W ., Pri11. schools, J:o;ast Bank, W. Va, Miller, B. B. Blackburg, Va. Warth. H. C., student Oberlin Uuh·ersity. 
CLASS OF 1001-TWENTY-FOUR. 
Chambers, Boyd, Huntington, \V. Va. Chase, Florence, l llioois. oa,;,s Althea, Huntington, ,v. \'a. Davies, Effie, Huntington, \V. Va. Davis, Comer, Huntingtou, W. Va. Davis. Jlenjamiu, Huutiugtou, \V. Va. Edens, Lilly, Central City, W. \'a. Kautz, W, C. Pcnbro, W. Va. Kerr, C. W., Ohio. Kyger, Wm. C., Kyger, W. Va. Lederer. Anna, Mason. \V. Va. Lowther, Louie, Pullman, \V. V. Lyon"· Joseph, Huntiugton, \V. Va. 
l\farcum, Roy, Huntington, \V, Va. N'atics, C.H., Alderson, \V. Y. !',latics, H. L., Aldersou, W. Va. Osborne, Romeo, Griffthsville, \V. Ya, Richmond, Ernest, New RichmorH1, Vv". Va. Simms.Henry, HuutiuJ(ton, ,v. Va. Smith, Emmet, Guyaoc\otte. ,v. Va. Snell, :Mabel, Huntington, \V. Va. Steinbach, Bertha, Pt. Pleasant, w. Va. Stewart, I. F., Mole Hill, W. \'a . \Vertz, l\tayme. Huutiugtou1 W ,·a. 
•Deceased. 
ERRATA 
PAGE 57: In reading the names of "First and Second Year" stu­
dents, read down the first column to "Carpenter, Mary," 
then turn to page 58, and so with each of the four· 
columns. 
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TEXT BOOKS USED 
The following i� a list of the text bor.ks user\. In some cases, such as U. 
S. History, General History, anri a few other subjects, teAchers who enter for
review work are permitted· to use any good text book they may al.ready have; 
vounger students. however, and all taking the course as it is laid down must 
use the te;;:t required for class. Only by doi11g this can satisfactory work be 
done 
SUBJECT. TEXT BOOK. ::,/UMBER OF WEEKS 
STUDIED. 
\Vritten Arithmetic ......... 11fi/11e1,fl: Stamlard .......... ...•........... , .. � 
r.,tental Arithmetic ......... . .JJrool•,.:',fl: Normal . , ....•.•...•••..•......... 15 
Review Aiithmetic . ... .... . Airy good book . ....................... ..... . 12 
Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .Afi/1u's Elnn�uu t/ ................... .... . �J 
Algebra ............... ...... 1lfil11. ' . .:: Academic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :� 
Geowetry .. ... .............. . 11fiJ11e',1o Pla11e a11d .\'olid a11d SpluriCal ...• � 
Trigonometry ....... ....... . Nr..u TtxJ to b, .,·,,�cJtd ....... .............. 15 
Bookkecpmg .. , ............. . Drv«nl ._F- SJratto11 ................... ....... It 
U. S. History.............. . ,1/cilf,r.,t,rs.... . .. . • . . ....... ....... 15 
Revic:w U .. S History ...... . .  A,�vKo<'dhook....... . ............... 1:? 
���!�1i �'f!�o;'y::::::: ·:: :: ::�<:;�:ri:;n,:r-!'.::::::::: · ::: : : : . : : · .. · · ·: :: : :: : ·: ]�
iReview �euera f History ...... Al!Y good bQok. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • . . . . 12 
Creel< H1,tory . . . . . . . . . . . .  Bot.,ford .. ... ................... .......... Jij 
Roman History . .. .. .. . Jllor,y'� Out/inn:.......................... 11 
�!j��,:aili����.:::::::::::: :1:::�;;·::. :·.·. '.'.'.'.'. ·_-_·_-, _:·:: ·: · · :: ... . ....... J1 
History of Education . . . . . . . . .  Salry .. ..... . .. . ....... •.... .... . 15 
PsycholOKY· .. ·· ......... ... . flu/f,ck, nl,,o ')'nm,., .. ................... . 26 
���s::· .. :::.-::::::.·.:::�: Itci-�::���·.-.-: .. ::··· · ......... .............. t: 
"Pci1agn,ty . . ..... .... .  Boyer . .. . .. .. . . . • . . .. .. .• . . 12 
l'ract,a, iu Teaching.............. . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 12 
�couo111ics . ........... . Ltr111fhli11 ..... .. .. • .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . Ii 
l!nglish Grammar ........... Bu,1,1,r...... .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .... . . .. . 38 
Euglish (!ram mar ..... ...... PnJricl: . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 20 
English Grammar. . . . . . . .  Hud &- Kd:Olfl!... .. ... .. ........... . 18 
Jllasto!tpieces of �nglish...... . . . .. .. . ........................... 11\2 
Rhetoric.. . . . . . . . . . . 5';.11nrl:e11bo.i:........ . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 3S 
En�lish Literature ... ....... J/a/uck .. . . ......... .. .•..•••.••..... 23 
American Litera1ure . . . . . . .  l/a wtlu,r1111d. Lnnou .....•....••..•••.•..... JI) 
Begiu11er,- 1 Latin ....... . .. . .  SmileJ, a11d St,,rJ,:e ...............• •...••.. . �)fi 
��f �''.'.��:�·'.??···:: ::�: :: \}! Ji:.1 !���:::::::::::::::: �;:::::::: :; : : : : i 
Lat111 Gra.mntar ............. . .  Jf(ld/t'I' tf All,11 ....... ................. · .... 7f\ 
��f��
n
����l�;��On.: .. : ·.:.: ·: 7:,���:_- .' · ·.-... : . :: :: ·• ··::: .. ·::: ·:: :: ·::: · ·: �Xenovho11. . ... . . . . . . . . . . .  G'oodwi11<k H'/Jite ..... .... .... .......... Zi 
Gre�k Grammar . . . Goodwi11 . . . . . . . . ................... .... ISO 
1�he 11ia<l. . . . . . . •.•.•...... S,v,nour . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . • . . ?.l 
Dej(innerR' French .......... Cook'.,: Otto .................... ............. . 211 
French Grammar ......... ... C,,ok'.i: Otto................ . . . . . .... . 60 
French Clas..'-ic" ............... Varied each year ........ ..... .............. 00 
Beginuing Germa11 .. , ........ CooJ:'.� Otto. . . . .. . . .................. 2t\ 
Gern1an GramtnKr ........... Conk'.f Otto ............ ,, .....•.• ••••.•...... fiO 
German Clas�ics ............. Vnried ,a ch ytar . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .•. .••• •. . . 50 
Pulitic-al r.eoiraphy .. .. . . Jllitclu/1 ...... . .. .......... ....... • •, • .... ti\ 
Review Polit1cnl GeogrAphy .. Nitc/1dl . . ........................ .  , ....... 12 
;:��:i��g<;��!����,.��::: ::::: :-g�.;,:;�;;::: ::.: :::: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :::: :·: rn Zoology . ........ .. . . . . . .  I/older .. .. .. ......... ...... . ...... ... 12 
Astronorny.... .. ..... Ymo,z . .......... .... ...................... 10 
Geology .................. . Lt Co111,.. .. .... .............. ..... . rn 
Bntttny.,............ . .... N,w text to be cho.i:tn.... . .................. 12 
Physics. . ........... .. . .  Nnc text to be cllose1l ......................... 2(\ 
Chemistry . ..... , ......... SJorer � Li11dn,y. .. ....... ...... ..... 12 
Civics. . . . . ........ ....... IVil/011f!hhv .. ................................. II 
Drawin'l' .............. ... J)itfer e111·1e.rt.� Combined............ . .... 11 
Vocal biusic..... . . . . . . ... . fllii.i:011....... . . ....... .. .•.•............. 12 
���:�!;���:-· ·:·:·:·.·:::::::::: .: : : !��_;!�;( ������-: ·. :·:·: :: : : :':::: :·:::: ::: : : : : : : : : :�1"aste.rpie.ce.11 of P.uglish and ..................... .... .... . 
American Literature ........ .......•. , ............. .... ................. 152 
MISS A�N:\ CU;'.Dll:--GS, 
Superinten<lent of 'I\:achcr�· Traininl{ Department 
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UlOKING NORTII ,\CROSS WEST SECTIOI\' OF ,\TIILETIC GROUNDS; 
TIIE COLLEGE 11Ull.l)INC; ON THE LEFT, WITH BROOKLET BETWEEN. 

STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
STUDENTS' NAMES 
NORMAL AND ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Baker, Jennie (1800) Green, Laila (1000) 
Burgess, Fannie (1889l Hill, L, B. (1000) Chambers, lloyd (1001 Le:lerer, Anna (1001) 
�farcum, Roy (1001) Smith, Emmet (IGOI) 
Richmon<l,Ernest(l\JOl)Wertz, Mayme (1�01) 
Baer. lra 
Bayliss, Garnett 
Bowman, Tacy 
Brady, Nora 
Carmichael, Isabel 
Clark, Mollie 
Donaldson, Dwight 
Doolittle, Anna 
Baer, Teck:a 
Baker, Nannie 
Banks, Katharine 
Bannister, Seu-ti 
Blanchard, l\:lary 
liush, Blanche 
Baumgardner, Edna 
SENIORS 1902 
Emerick, Jennie Parker, Walter 
Garrison, J. D, Pettry, B. L. 
Harper, S. J. Phelps, Victor 
Ingram, Dora Porter, Dorothy 
Myc::rs, Clara Porter, Leonard 
McClintock, Laura Reese, Rilla 
:McGinnis, Abbie Rece, Virginia 
1\{cKendree,GeorgeanuaRowan, Be!sie 
JUNIORS 1902 
Donaldson, Will 
Derbyshire. 1\tinnie 
Ens1ow, Sadie 
Enslow, Will 
Hartzell, Sadie 
H<lrohbaTger ,,Hattie 
Jackson, Florence 
Johnson, W. C. 
Jones, Bennie 
Johnson. Ada 
Scarff, Dora 
Senseny, l\ellie 
Smith, Louise 
Steed, R. D, 
i,";,�\,y;;�;:�., 
Williams. Cecil 
Wright, Mollie 
McKown, D. M. 
Pa�e, Nighbert 
Poindexter, Sallie 
Proctor. Eunice 
Quesenberry, Hallie 
Riley, R. H. 
I 
��r�:si"ie�t�i1 
Crumrine, Veve 
Crider, Mazie 
Curry, H. 0. 
Foley, .Bessie 
Ferguson, Elizabeth 
G11rred, George 
Gibson, Frances 
Graybeal, Livonia 
Graybeal, Jennie 
Hagan, Beulah 
Hamilton, Ida 
kisar, Gertrude 
Lallance, Bertie 
Mahan, Jennie 
Maupin, Pearl 
1\:lorton, Joanna 
McCallister, Anna R. 
Rowan, Mattie 
Taylor, Clan nee 
Thompson, Marguerite 
Walkinshaw, Eva 
Wysor, Ruth 
Wywr, Faunie 
Adams, Frances 
Anderson, Ethel 
Anderson, Stella 
Anderson, Ollie M 
Ashworth, lithe! 
Andrews, Chessie 
Ankrom, B. \V. 
Arbogast,]. G. 
Baker, Daisy 
Baker, Edgar 
Ballard, Hattie 
Ballard, Mamie 
Ballard, Juanita 
Eeach, Conway 
Burger, Chas. 
Berry, John 
B�rry, Mary 
Biern, Arthur 
Big�s, Susie 
Blair,Edna 
Blake, Clyde 
Blake, Earl 
Blake. Louise 
Bouham, W. A. 
Buckner, Mcvea 
Burks, Helen 
Burns, Jas. 
Burns, Anice 
Barrett, T. R. 
Beswick, Andie 
Blankenship, G. C. 
Buskirk, ltobt. R, 
Bobbitt, E. M. 
FIRST AND SECOND YEAR 
Beckner, Gertrude 
Brown, E.W. 
Brown, Lizzie 
Bailey, C. B. 
Rias, W. M. 
Bobbitt, W. 0 
Brackman, J. A.. 
Bright, Geo. W, 
Bright1 Mary C. 
Brownmg, B. A. 
Buck, L. F. 
Cald1Vell, George 
Carpenter, l\lary 
'Chambers, Lee 
Chambers, Inez 
Chapman, Ottis 
Cheuvront, Homer 
Clay, Grace 
Creel, Hdith• 
Cross, Selina 
Cullen, E.W. 
Curtis, John 
Chafin, J.E. 
Chambers, O. C. 
Cole,]. S. 
Cunn1ngham;•H. E.
Chafin. Don .,J 
Crider, F. C. 
Casto, E. A. 
Chambers, Okey 
Cleavenger, Bessie 
Coffman, Lillie 
Craig, J. S. 
Cummings, Carroll 
Crickenberger, �ura 
Clay, S. E. 
Davis, Frances 
Davis Henry 
Davis, Towns 
Deeds, A. C. 
Denton, Merrill 
Diehl, Henry 
Dickey, Goldie 
Dils, Innis 
Dobyns, Emil)' 
Dobyns, Myrltlla 
Doolittle, Chloe 
Drummond. Waldo 
Dudding, Waldo 
Dugau, Fannie 
Dunbar, Abbie 
Duncan, Owen 
Dunkle, Harry 
Dwyer, :'daltey 
Dunbar, W. O. 
Davis, L. H. 
Dearing, Lizzie 
Dickerson, A.lice 
Dickey, w. R. 
·Dobbins 1 Hmma 
Dorsey, He,.. ry 
Dye, G. A. Jr. 
Day. Cora 
ER"g-leston, Forrest 
Ellison, Ophia 
Emmons, Bessie 
Evans, Georgia 
Evans, Gertrude 
Evick Thomas 
Elcessor, M. Ill. 
Elswick, w. H. 
F�rguson, Harold 
Feurt, Valancy 
Fontaine, Imogene 
Freeman1 Blanche 
French, Moss 
Frizzell, Edward 
Fuller, Auna 
Ferguson, Mabel 
Faber, H. O. 
Fetty, Jas. E. 
Fitzgerald, Thos. 
Garland, Sargie 
Gautier, C. V. 
Gibson, Annie 
Graham, May 
Graham, Cecil 
Grass, :Margery 
Grass, Roy 
Grass, Frank 
Godby, M. V. 
Gorrell, R. E. 
Gibwn, Bertie 
Gibson, Minnie 
Gibson, Lizzie 
Gill, Jarrell 
Givens. A. D. 
Goodrich, Chas. 
Goff, W.R. 
II 
Conell, Effie 
Griffin, Harry 
Groves. A I lie 
GrO\'CS, II. 0. 
��¥.�
r
i.;i,t" Hall, Lillian 
Hall, Deselm 
Hnmhrick, Vada 
Hamilton, Okey 
Hamilton, Rolla 
Ham11u1.t, Rose V. Jiardutan, Paul 
Harper, Chas. A. 
Harper, B�rtie 
Harper, Macey 
Hnrper, Sylvanus 
Harris, Walker 
Hnlleu, Calhtriae 
Hnr�hbarger, Maude 
Hart,ell, Olhe Hatfield, Edna 
Hawkins. Alice Hawkin"", Nannie l::lawkins, Pred Hedrick, C . ..:. Hedrick, C. E Hickel, Mabel E. Hickel, Con.IA Hickmau, Nellie Hogg, Hauuah Hogg, Edna 
Hogsett, c. H. Holl, l-lo111er Holderby, Emma Holten, Lettie Hopkins1 Archie l:i u<ld lestou, Bessie 
Huddleston, Harlowe Hutchinson, Com H, llndlq, Hattie Hortin, T. D. 
Hager, A.G. 
�����t-tlC.
H. H 
Humphreys, H. C. Humphrexs, Sallie 
Horan, Alice HofTma111 T. J Hundl_ey, J. !'i. 
Hamrick, J.M. Harvey. Gert.rude Harvey, 'Maude Hntfietd, lro F. , Hatfield, Alex. 'f,. 
Hen'iOn, Cordelia 
Henley, J�sie Hern, Lulu 
Crawford, Lillian 
Cox, Ro�rt 
Chatfield, D. R. Cornwell, Norn B. 
Dau1eron, Rell{\ 
Ferg11-;on Harnett 
lltnchwau, jas. 
Anderson, Rth,:l 
Anderson, Stel1a 
Baker, Daisy 
Bauks, Katherine Baer, Tedda 
THE l\IARSAALL COLLEGE 
Herold )lin nie L Herold .I.!Jura 
Hlckn1an. JM. H. Hobbs. Jennie !,ind 
llogsette, )lyrlle 
Hoke, Bessie Hoke, Bertie 
Hughes, Nellie 
llunter, Derlie 
Hunter. Gertie 
Irwin. B-!rtha 
Ingalls, India Jarvis, Chas. 
Jenkins. Carrie 
Johnson. J. C. Johnson, Mason 
Jones, Annie M. 
Jordan, Albert H. Justice, John 
Kanode. Hilda Kenyon, Earl F. Knapp ... ,1allie 
Koontz, Corlton Koontz. Bia nche Kise, C. W .• K�erer, George A. Keenau. E IIL1rke Keller, J.B. Keller, Will D. Knapp, Ada Kyger, i'lo<le Leslie. Ethel Leete, Grace Love, Edward Lunsford, Pred 
Lh·ely. C. W. Lively, J. W-1,ong, Luther 
��lri.i·.L 
l\1an11ou, llomer 
Meadows, Azel Meadows, Estelle 
)lick, Oreta Miller, Rdd1th )-tiller, Blanche 
)liller, lllary 
Miller, Ro'Yl 
:.liller, Zollie -lllilchell, Elin 
:\Htchel11 B. K. ')tohu�, Aunn 
1\lobler. Edith 
!11<iylc, I.aura :lfa,nkin, Speed 
:Meredith, Harry 
:\Jora11 1 C!ara Morris, F. E. 
Mullins, Dertha Sharitz, Boyd C. 
My!..,, Belli� Sharit•, Claude H. 
Matlin, C. A, Shiveley, Joseph �1cClane, Erskine Slf11°nto11s, Loua McClure, Olio Smith, Mn�! McCornuck, �lercedes,Smith, Wiatt McCormick, May Snedegar, Harry 
McCullough, I., M. Southworth, Anon 
!l)'CPber59.)J. Cl�o Soulhwort�. Oley McCoy, R. II. Sullings, Ulauche :11cCue. Jennie • Swentzel, Ma�! Nicholq, Clarat Shannon, Andr<w T. 
Northcott, Amy Smith, Chas. S. 
Newman, Venne *Shomblcn, 0. G. 
Xash, Annie I.. Shinn, Cora Nichols, w. O. Simmons
1
certrude 
Nickell, R. D. Simms', A ma' 
O'.NeiU, Cb11s. Somen·ille. Grace Oney. Jos. Smith, H. S. O'Dell, Minnie Snodgrass1 Rufus Overstreet, Maggie Somen·illc, J. W. Owen, Chas. W. Stalnaker, Jas. Parsons. Mary Sullmgs, Bessie 
Point, Ethel SlafTord, U. G. Pool1 Virginia Starcher, \V. P. Pritchard, Edn,ond Shelton. na vid 
Painter, �1. I.. Tanner, Lizzie Parish. Homer 1'aylor, Harvey: 
Parker, E. P. Thomas, C. R Po.tmau, Norma Tipton, Clarence Potterson, J. N. Tufts, Marie Patterson, Romola G. Turner, Princsss Patterson, Sulla L. ·rurner, May 
Perkin!i. C. C. ThonttrS, T. C. Rcce, Leua Thompson, \\'. E. 
Reitz, Chas. ,hacker, Lona Rhoads, Aaron Thom.as, Jennie 
kichmond, Erect ThQ111pso11. I.,ulu .Kiggs, Caldwell Thacker, 1,t,10ie kiggs, Florence \'anRibber, C} rus 
Ri,i, Effie Vandeu, Katie .k.obinson Crace VRnVleck, Sta.,thord 
Reid, Harry Walker, Claude Rogen,. Blanche \Vallon, )l&r.f Rolph, Fay Welch, Frances Rblph1 Guy :Wellman, Nada Rousey, Flossie '\V,;11�, t.aur 
Rogers, Grace Wells, I.. W. Rousey, Fitzhugh Wiley, Jue>; 
Ramsey, T. G. Wiley Roscoe Rigo:s, Eunice Wllhams, p1arley Rodes, Olh·e Wilson, Reus' Rodt>s, Minnie \Vilsou, Maude 
Rollyson, T. P Wrntt, Wortbam Rulleucutter, Paul W1lkrnso11, A. J. Sander•, Ar>hur Wade, Charlotte 
Scott, Howard Washington. An·illa 
�hou, Douglass Williams, Jlortus 
UNGRADED 
Higgins. Chas. ; 
Hudclleston, J. R. 
Haddad, Samuel 
Hamilton, Dora. 
Jarrell, Frank 
?>lye rs, Pearl . 
Northcott, Mauile 
Pfouts, Cora Rutherford, Lare 
sr.icer. Rosa 
S1ke•. Herbert 
Stewart. Jame� E. 
Stewart, Ora Smith, M. V. 
VOCAL MUSIC 
Burk, Helen 
Brown, Stella 
Catnmack, L. H. 
Castor, Laura 
Doolittle, Clyde 
Dameron, Rella 
Emmons, Be3Sie.. 
Ferguson, Har·riet 
Huff, KatbatinC 
Johnson, \Varren. 
Trice, R. i.. 
Toney, P. E. Varnum, C.R. 
Williarusou, F.'1\1. 
"'illiam�n. B. C. 
Wiles, May. 
Point, Ethel 
Simmons, Gertrude 
Tbompsou Mar. gnerite 
'cl'are, Mrunle 
Auderson, Stellll Anderson, Ethel Ashwonh, Ethel Biker, D1isy Crawford, Lillian Cross. Lena DJ,·is, Edna Denton, Merrill Dobyns, Mynila Dobyns, Emily Derbyshire, Minnie Ellison, Ophia 
STATE NORMAT, SCHOOL m 
INSTRUMENT AL MUSIC 
Guthrie, Kathaleen • Graham. C. N. Harper, Bertie llorpcr, 'laccy rtuddlestou, Bes leHawkins. Naunie Knapp, Mattie lll iller, Zollie • Mohler, Edith Morton, Joanna Jarvis, Edith Riggs, Florence 
Rutherford, Lona Saxton, Mrs. Shirley Simmons, Gertrude Tuning, )trs. Ware. Mayme Woodydrd, Mrs. N, S. Berry, Mary Bcuhriug, LucileColeman, Garnet Dooljllle, Chloe F,vans, Gertrude Fcrgu30n, Harriet 
Graybeal, Lh·onia Graybeal, Jennie Hunter, Cert.ie Horan, Alice Hickel. C orda Hogsette. Myrtle Miles. Bettie lllcC&llister, Anna :-.lash, Annie Northcott, Amy Woodyard, Mrs. N. S.
ELOCUTION AND ORA TORY 
Baumgardner, Edna Berry, John Burns. Adrienne Conley, Ruth Clay. Grace Corbley, I,4lzzic Crider, Julia Curry, fl. O. Dils Innis Dceds.A.C. Donaldson, DwightDoyle, )!ary E,-ans, Gertrude 
Colter, Pearl Darrtc, Alice 
Adkins, AS• Apperson. Mrs. Lulu Ahern, �ta,y Avi�h Cha'i. Bobbitt. W. 0. Brammer, 0. E. Barr, J. P. Darr, Cordelia BullO<'k, 0. T. Brinker, H. o. Brinker, 0, G. Bleru.oc, llcnjamin Baldwin, )lrs. Aunie llol(ge.s, Emma G. BaHard. Juanita Bailes, Bertha Beagle A ldeu Busli:irk, Mrs. Martha Burgess, Kote Brown, Lizzie Brown, Effie Barr, w If red Cauter bury. A. n. Cornwell, Mabel R. Cox, R W. Chambers, Zella Chittum, Blanche Childers, Maude Collins, A. C. Chatfield. B. E. Cartcr1 Shannon Castor, George Cornwall, Nora B. ea,·endish, Leslie M. Coleman, Garnet Cox, John Crider, Floyd 
E,'tlns, Nellie f'ergusou, l[arriel Freeman, Olive Groves, Allie nawilton. Ida Hadley, Hattie H•ger, C F. Jlamilton, Okey Hamilton, Rolla Hatfield, Edna. 
::�!:\'l��t�
1,;,'�. H. llnddlestcu, Bessie
Humphreys, H. C. Jiunclley, J. H. Hogsette, Myrtle Jones. Bennie Kooutz, DJaucht" Leete, Grace Mc Dou n ie, Victoria lllcCormlck, Mae M ltchcll, Hila l\1cCue. Jennie Painter, �I. L. Phelps, VictorBrady, Norn 
canuichael, lsabel Radcliff, Anna Riggs, Collie Rowan, Mattie Stcerl. R. D. Trent, w. W. Tults, Helen "rurner. Princess \Voll, Florence. Wall, Carnphell Wysor, Rnth ,v,•sor, Faunie Wil;iams, Hortus 
ART 
Han·ey, Agnes L. Jleuley, Je�sie Hollandsworth, Della Skeer, Lulu llutchinson,\\lrs. R. L. Williams, Harry 
BUSINESS 
Colley, 1'.ellic Claypool, E. E. Da\'is, S. F. l>ameron, Retta Dwyer, Mallie Edwards, C. P. Erskine, F. V. Ei.scwA u, AndrewEllis, Hallie Foley, Mayme Feeley, Minnie Parr, A.G. Fit,gerald, Thomas Gothard, Nona Green, Bacber M, Gould. V. W. Gerklch, Chas.\'. 
���:ths:dJ� Mabel 1-ligicins. Charles 1-ludJlestou, C. C. Harshbarger, Clyde Hinchman. J. J. Huddleston J. R Holton, Forbes Jr. Hulchiosou, K. D. Hutcnison, \Vill B. Hambrick. llallie V. Har,·ey, J. W. Huff, Ew-art, Hogg, Hannah HollnndsworU1, J. 111, Johu.'IOn, w. A. 
�oh oson, Ora arrell, Prank H.ee, Alice Kuhn, Willie. 
Knight. Alice Robiuson, Hcrnic Layne, Mrs. Maggie, Rutherford, Lofe Lowill, lll1h S. llnrdin, Gnrnet t:.�r�;J.:, �Ollie �.��;:J�,.�-it°"" Lively, J. W, Steinbach, Hertha Molle. Lennh Searls, Mnry Mayberry, W. E. Stanlev. Arthur �toorc, Samuel Sikes, ·Herbert Myers, Pearl Smith, Emmett Moron, D. T. Spic'!r, Roqa Morton, Joonna Spohr, Llllian ltannon. Be:rnie Smith, Bernice:. McPherson, Cleo Strachan, nen. Mct .. nnghlin1 l\1argaret S11iith 1 i\1. \", llitchell. Ella R Saunders, Nina ltucnz. Alice Seaman, \'anccMoorefield, J. L. Shelton, David Meadows, Ate! Smith, Leo G. ?\Jaunou, llomer Stewtlrl. Orn llalcom, w. H. Stew•rt, J. E.:Self. 0. R. Smith, H. lit. Nash, E1.1ua Turner, :\1n!Wn A. N•el, R. T. Taylor, Han·ey Nixon, C. H. Toney. I'. N. Ollum, Olh·e Thompson. Lyda Pfouts, Com Lee Toney, P. C. Proctor, L 0. Trice, Robert L. Price, H. V. Thornburg, Robert Potts, H. S Thornburg, Frank Pierpoint, L. L. VanFleet, Nellie Pritchard, i,:, F. Varnum, Carl R. Pugh, G. L. Williamson.Forrest M. Phelps. Victor Williams. Edwin Patterson, J. L. Wysor, James, M. Rogers, W1llle Wooten, Fre,I Ramsey, J. G. ·webb, Lona 
IV 
Wellington, Jeannie 
Wells, J essic 
Weider, D. F. 
Williams, I.illic A. 
THE MARSHALL COLLEGE 
Williams, Cecil Workman, Siegal 
Wall, Ernest H. Walker, H. B. 
Ward, Robert Jr. Witzgall. Louis 
Williamson, B, C. Poffenberger, R.H. 
Dement, Ruby 
Williams, Hortns 
Washington, W. C. 
Young, Howard, C. 
Bragg, Martha 
Total Enrollment in all Departments. . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 772 
Number Taking Work in More Than One Department ....... 133 
Total Nnmber of Different Students in Attendance for the 
year 1901-2 ................................................. 639 
STATE NORMAL ::lCHOOL 
St:LLA PATTERSON 
Our First No 600 Student 
V 
Where our sturlents come from -the 39 counties through which no lines are drawn 
VI 
Cather, Ella E. 
11.lkinson, Ella R. Mrs. 'lick 
*Ileane, w. Belle 
Hinkle, J. R. 
THE MARSHALL COLLEGE 
ALUMNI 
CLASS OF h70-F0l'R. 
Cro�ki, E '\' Marshall, 'I'. )farcellus 
·.vil�n. \\". R. 
CLASS OF 1-<il-Nl:S-E. 
Leary, S. n. Rickells, E. S. 
Ma.sou, Nnttnie J.l\lr.'I.Holland T'avlor, Kate E :'ttrs. Ring 
Pierpont. Jnlin Mrs. Crooks Tr(plell, Sarah S. Mrs Hagley 
CLASS OP IM'it-ELE\"EN. 
Ayer�. Buenos *Pisher, \\'i11iam 
Duling, W.A. Mrs.Canterberry Holt. Loua 
Neff, Ella E. )!rs )litchell 
Parsons, Alhert S 
Phillips. Rohert T Eih, Mrs. I,ucy Huxhnm, 1.izzie 
Prichard, James M. Reynolds, Charles J. 
lllair. S. C. 
Hryan. Thomas J. 
l>oolillle. J<;clwa rd S. 
CLASh oF 1,r;)-NOKE. 
CI.ASS OP t,,1-Nl:S-E. 
H:tl,G. W. 
Oakes, Adelia Mrs. \Vagner 
Oakes, G. W 
•Peck, C. )I 
*Poar. Elias K 
Reip, Da\'id W. 
CLASS oF ,�r:,-FOL'RTEEN. 
Ahbotl,llAttie Mr&. Forsiuger Knapp, Gt:orgt: \V. Poage. Bayh:i,s 
Cheeseman, Lewi,;; Laid1ey, !\lary,Mrs.Chewning Poage. Anna Mrs. Shellou 
GallAher, H. M. l\trs,lllolswade :.\lallory, \"ictorin l\lrs.Lyons Ritchie. l\Iary 
Joh11so11, Hmmo, Mrs. Wood McGuire. 1.ewis A. Switzer. Rutus 
Johnson, Mury, Mrs. Day Mitchell,F.M.Mrs.Pennypack'r 
Agee, Jo,eph ll. 
Adkins. Berthold 
Carr, )lnry Mrs. Fitz-hugh 
Chee'-.emau. )tidam 
Cwiun, Q,i.,thsneil E. 
Adams, Kate :\1ri,. Chn:,.e 
*Aulls, Solomon li. 
•Br• adhurst1 Alice :\1:. 
*Cuuuiugham, r'rnnk 
*Campbell, Tlelen J\1. 
CLASS OF 1-r,1;-FtFTEEN. 
Hill, Charle� Peyton, ,•irginia, :\lr:t.Rickclts 
nuxham, l#otlie :\fr..,. Hatten Poa.ge. Al�rta 
Ingham. Maicgie '.\Ir,. Titus Shelton. Joseph R. 
Lynell, 1,,.�ac II. Thorubur;,r, C:1arle, L. Prof. 
Peyton, Sallie \\'yall, S. Prichard 
CLASS OF 1�77-FOUR'fEEN. 
H:irrow, , .. F. )trs Downey 
Hudkins \Villiam E. 
:\tassiliott. Flora M. 
Perton, T West 
Quick. John E. 
CLASS OF bi8-Il!GIIT. 
Rosson, Nellie, :\frs. Sholl 
Shore, Ella,Mrs. Cunningham 
Smith, Angie, Mrs . .Mahone 
Stewart, \"iola 
Cal\'in, Lizzie B. Johnson, Charle� P 
Enslow, Linu n. Mairs. Adam T 
Simms. Cora A. )!rs. Kirtlev 
Warth, Lou '.\I. )!rs. Douglas 
Jeter, \Vi Ilic M, Mr�. Uowling Mccutcheon, \\'a Iler 
CLASS OF 1,,11-TEN. 
Abbott, )toy L. Mrs. Hn�igu Gallaher. \\'illic R. !\trs. Oney Kce,·er. J,. l-1raneis 
Allen. 'l'hm,nn, )1 Gillispie, George l,. McCullough. G.L.:\lrs. Harrold 
Donella, Emma n Harper. Thomas S. McGinni:-,, J. :'\t. :'\Ir!-i. Stewart 
llarrolcl, Charles II. 
CL.ASS OF 11'.'iO-FIFTEEN. 
*Aultz, Adam E. Cunningham, Geo J·". Peyton, i�\, Ora l\lrs.Heuhriug 
•Beuhring. Henry H. Enslow, A. Blanche Ramsey, \Viltiam H. 
Benhring, Mnry M,CJ. Uavi-.. *Higgins, Lou L. Thornburg. Addie M. 
Beuhring, V. H. Mrs. Hawkins Huhhard. Thos H. ll. Trice. Jennie l\J. Mrs. Rolfe 
Hand, Friend :VlcGinuis, Maggie Mrs. Beale \Vilcoxeu, Julia P. 
CI,ASS OF ISSI-NONE . 
STATE NOR!\IAL SCHOOL Vfl 
CLASS OF li�t-FOtJR. 
Adkins, Annie C. Mrs.Johnson Mccomas. George J. lawyer Sikes. Ida M. :lies. Johw,on 
Reece. \\"illia111 S. 
•eeuhring1 Fred A.. 
CLASS OF J'-.'lS-l'OtJR. 
Steele. Lillian L. Mrs. Trotter t·nseld, Cora E. )!rs.Johnson 
Thornburg, V, Mrs.Dr.,•ickcrs 
CLASS OF l",'<-I-F:IGHT. 
Beckley, John H. Hnrslip, Ruby K. lleuhring. Lee D. LeSage, Isaac R. 
Sht11111011. 1\trs. :\t. L. 
Stephenson, Ella :\frs. Johnson 
neuhring, �ora l\lrs. Hawkin� Looney. John \V. 
CLASS OF IX.�EIGH'l'. 
Barse, Mattie Mrs.Williamson Gallaher, Sallie 
Cammack, L. H. Hayslip, Okey K. 
Mcl,aughlin,1\t.MrsWoodworth 
Prickett, c. JI!. 
Duffy, Annn �1rs. Peoples La1dky. Theodore 
neckell, o. F. L. 
Burdette, F. I .. 
CArroll, .,1amit 
Dads, Anna 
•Eggers, John 
lliller, Leona 
Reece, Frnuk S. 
CLASS Or l'<'lll-FIFTEEN. 
Flower:½, :Edgar ·Morris, Fred 
Lallance. AnnA. l\trs. Cuppett kemele, Lulu l\trs Huff 
*l.O\'e, Auna '..\Ir'-J. Lo,·e Sedenger, Harry 
Lo,·e, Chorley \\"al1acc:. Lulu 
McLaughlin. H., Mrs. Newmnn\\'ellman, Lulu )tN-.MO�'imnu 
CLAi>S OF IX'<'i-SIX. 
�mhh. Li1111it: :\Jr.;;, \Vigal Thornburg. J. Han·'.!y 
*Thornton. An1y Mr�. Harri� \\'right. Adn ;\trs. Poage 
CLASS OF 1,�-1-TWF.LVH. 
Htardsle)\ I,ola Mrs.Northcott Grogan. Eugene 
UOyer. Mi1111ie:\lrs.Hntchiuson Hay, Addie 
Durk�, Ida lfrs. \\"ibou Heu11e11. Samuel 
)lcDade, Georgia 
:\Iitchell. Demma Mrs.N'ichola� 
\'aughu, Kate, :\tn:,. Harris 
\\"itcoxeu, Hattie Goff, J. I,. J. Hun,aker, Olwc M. 
Adkins. Nancy 
Uuqce".s, Faunie C. 
Cyru,. W. P.. 
Uurks, Mary C. 
freeman,, Alice 
Enslow, J. �I. 
Knight, 1<11hy R. 
Elli•. Lollie Mrs. Wallis 
Isbell, Lillian C. 
McKt:mhc.:c, :\tary 
AdkiM, \'adah, 
llooteu. \l'tllia m T. 
navis, •�eou :\1. 
Baker, Anno 
Graham. Laura 
CLASS OF 1 �!I-NINH. 
i�uight, Innrt,l\trs. R,I,.Archer Rio, llnrrolcl A. 
l\laniu, Pearl Shelton, Stella�trs.Southworth 
�Iyer,, Mary L. Shirkey, l,eslie 
CJ,ASS 01' 1�11()-SIX. 
Talley. Cora )I. 
Wilson, Willi, L. 
CLASS OF l�\H-SH\'EN. 
Rymer, A. l
..,
. 
Staky. Sybil 
Tauber, Auna 
C!,ASS OF 1�!12 -EIGHT. 
:\lcCurdv. Azel 
Middleton. J. E. 
Peters, Frank l\l. 
CLASS OF J�.t�TEN. 
\Vynll, t ra llie Mn,. \\'a-;hinJJtou 
\V
,-
ntt, )lallie H, llrs.\Vilhams 
\\'an:, Nellie )trs :\lurrtll 
Ware. Sue )I rs. H. T.l,o,·ett 
\'in"-On. )laud 
,\·ar�. Kate ft 
Delabar, Carrie )I. Smith, Eddie B 
)litchell. Maud :-:.Mr'i. Dutiley Summeri, \\'ehst�r :-i:. 
ilorri-. Gertrude . Wyatt, )lnrion Schmauch. Auna l .. 
Cl,ASS OF lSUI-Fl\'E. 
Northup. :\1amie 
Robertson. I,illian 
south worth, Nettit-,:\lrs. Points 
VIII THE MARSHALL COLLEGE 
Adkins, Ceres Baker. llamie :\irs. Adams 
Aunew, Martha :'\lrs. Eakin Dixon, J.C. Dixon, E. E. HaRan, Dora Hinkle, P.A. McDowell, Rosa 
Aten, L.G. Bourne, Julian Castor, Laura, :'\1 rs. Hensley Chapman, Launa Chnsti11.n, I,ulu Cooper, P. W. 
CI,ASS OF l8�SEVF.N. 
Childress, Emma Davies, Stella EiAe111nann. Clara 
Peter,011, F. Mrs. Brooks Wallace, Daisy 
CLASS OF !�!-SEVENTEEN. 
:'\1oore, Elizabeth Nanon, l!ugenia Peterson, Grace Pollock. Margaret Rams<ey, Lelia Mrs, :'\lcUonald Rousey, Lu I u 
CLASS 01' 11!117-NINETEF.N. 
Deitz, Henry Fitzgerald, J. A. Fltshmau, k. F. Johnston, :'\laud Lewis, :'\I. C. Lilly, :'\lary, l,indsay, Ne11ie 
CLASS OF 11<1Jf!-TWEL\'E. 
Smith<.:. JI. Smith, W. \\'. Stout, Perni� \Vertz, Edna \Vilson, Grace. 
l\1cClung. Cary l,oving. Beulah ::\trs. Hank McClnng, C. V. Saunders, J�ucy Shepherd. Cora Stitzer, Vio1n 
· Carpenter. :'\1artha :'\!rs.Miller Hill, Ollie Dccbyshire, Charles J\larrs, Leola Potts, Emma Pro�, Brook Simms, H. ::\1. Strachan, Auna Easley. Frances :'\tilJer. Coelina Gihbs, Bertha Patterson, Earle 
Adkins, Asa Baker, Jennie Gosling. l�enore Gotshall, Alice 
Jtossinger, c. L. *Cocke, Kebekah Cocke, Innis Doolittle Maud Green, Lalin Hagan, Maude Hill, l,. B. 
Chambers, Boyd Chase, Plorence Davies Althea Davies, Effie Dnvis, i..:omer Davis. nenjamiu Edens, Lilly Kaub:, \V. C. 
uaer. Ira Bayliss, Garnett Bowman, ·racy Brady, �ora Carmichael, Isabel Clark, l\1ollie Doolittle, Anna Donaldson, Dwight. Emerick, Jennie Carrison, J. D. Harper, S. J. 
<.:I.ASS OF lhlXJ-El,E\'1-:N. 
)1cClintock, Emma Norton, )tary, Mrs. \Vilson Peters, Viola Sayre, l\l. L. 
Sayre, T. {· Skeer, Lu u Thornburg, Frances 
er.ASS OF 1000-'fWENTY. 
Henley, L. s. Roe, Hlauche l\1cClintOC'k,Mabel,J\I rs. Kitt er Saunders. Edith �Hiler 13. n. Smith, Auna Osgood, Nellie Strain, Hassie Pnbody, Earl Taylor, D. w.Parson, Delos \Varth 1 H. C. ?at�erson, Nelle :Mrs. Simms 
<.:LASS OF IWI-TWENTH-FOUR 
Kerr, C. \V. Kyger, Wm. C. J,e<lerer, Anna I,owther, Louie, J,yons, Joseph Marcum, Roy J\I a tics, <.:. H. :\tatics, H. I... 
Osborne, Romeo Richmond, Ernest Simms1 Henry Smith, Emmet Suell, Mabel Steinbach, Bertha t:;tewart. l. F. \Vertz, Mayme 
<.:!,ASS OF 100'1-'l'HIRTY-TWO, 
Ingram. Dora J\lyers, Clara Mcclintock, l,aura J\lcGinni�. Abbie Parker \Valter Pettry, B. L. Porter, Dorothy Phelps, Viclor Porter. Leonard )1cKendree.Georgea1111a Reese, Hilla 
*Deceased 
Rece, Virginia Rowan, Bes�ie Scarff, Dora Senseney, Nellie Smith, l,ouise Steed, R. D. Trent, W.W. Wall, Florence \Vi11iams, Cecil Wright, Mollie 
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